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14  SEPTEMBER  1976 
IN THE CHAIR: MR  SPENALE 
President of the European Parliament 
(The meeting opened at 10.10 a.m.) 
1. Opening of the Joint Meeting 
Chairman.  - Ladies  and gentlemen,  I  declare open the 
22nd Joint Meeting of Members of the Parliamentary Assembly 
of the Council of Europe and of the European Parliament. 
I  extend  a  very  special welcome to  our oolleagues  from 
the Strasbourg Assembly, who have agreed on this occasion to 
leave their usual meeting place.  This is in fact the first time 
that the Joint Meeting has been held here in Luxembourg and 
it is  also probably the ·first time that the Council of Europe, 
on whose prem,ises we so often meet in Stra:sbourg, is  the guest 
of the European Parliament. 
I wish to thank Mr Czernetz allld his colleagues for having 
accepted that this Joint Meeting should be held in our building, 8  PARLIAMENTARY  ASSEMBLY  - EUROPEAN  PARLIAMENT 
,and on behalf of my ~colleagues in the European Parliament I 
welcome them and all the members of the Council of Europe. 
I  also  wish  to  greet  Sir  Christopher  Soames,  who  will 
report on  the deliberations  of the  Commission of the  Com-
munities on the .subJect which we are now to dis,cuss. 
The theme of our meeting is  European responsibilities in 
the world. It was  chosen by the  common consent of the two 
r,apporteurs,  Mr  Vedovato  and  Sir  Geoffrey  de  Freitas,  in 
.accordance with th'e  procedure agreed by the Bureaux of our 
two Assemblies. 
I  should  like  to  offer  th~e  two ,rappol'lteurs  our  warmest 
than'ks for the e:x;oeUent work they have performed in !Preparing 
paper,s  which,  while  reflecting  their personal points of view, 
provide  all  the  necessary  material  for  thorough  discussion. 
Mr Vedovato rightly :reminded us  in his working document of 
the great importance of international solidadty in the world-
wide reorganization of Nolith-South relations,  urging the need 
for joint European action in this field. 
Sir Geoffrey .analysed the  sam~e problem in the light of the 
acmev:ements of the European Communities,  stressing,  among 
other things,  the role of the  democ.ratic  European assemblies 
in  the  development  of  our  relations  with  other  ,continents. 
Thanks to the  quality of this  preparatory work,  I  am certain 
that  we  ~shall  be  able  to  hold  a  fruitful  and  constructive 
discussion. 
I  would  ask  those members  who  wish  to  speak  to  have 
their names entered on the Hst of speakers. 
It  i~s  customary  in  the  Parliamentary  Assembly  of  the 
Council of Europe  and  in  the  European  Parliament to .limit 
speaking time to ten minutes, e:x;cept  for rapporteurs and group 
spokesmen, who are normally allowed £i£teen  minutes.  I  think 
it would be. desiirable to adopt the same  ~rule at this meeting. 
There are no objections ? Then that is .agreed. ]OINT  MEETING  OF  14  SEPTEMBER  1976  9 
2. Welcoming of  various personalities 
Chairman. - Before opening the debate, I  wish to  greet 
a  dele~ation  from  the  Canadian  Parliament  led  by  Senator 
Georges and Mr John Robers, of the House of Commons, who 
are in the v:isitors' gallery.  On  behalf of  you  all,  I  e~tend ,a 
hearty welcome :to  them and thank them for taking an interest 
in our work and £or  coming to hear us. 
(Applause) 
3. European responsibilities in the world 
Chairman.  - I  call  Mr V  edovato  to  present his  working 
paper. 
Mr  Vedovato,  rapporteur  of the  Parliamentary  Assembly 
of  the  Council  of  Europe.  - (I)  M,r  Chairman,  ladies  and 
gentlemen,  at this .2.2nd  Joint  Meeting between the members 
of  the  two  European  padiamentary  assemblies  we  see  Free 
Europe at  a  parting of  the  ways.  A  choice  has  to be made 
between, on the one side, the .acceptance of fatally deepening 
divisions,  of  a  bi-polarity  which  is  daily  .revealing  its  great 
dangers,  and,  on  the  other,  the  creation  of  genuine  unity, 
admittedly gradual but above all political. Political unity alone 
can  afford  us  any prospect of genuine  guarantees for  peace, 
progress and stability in the international community. 
In  the  working  paper  submitted  to  this  assembly  for 
examination  and  debate  in  the  name  of  the  Parliamerutary 
Assembly of the Council of Europe, I  have tried to bring out 
the  most  important  aspects  of  the  question  of  'European 
r·esponsibHities  in  the  wodd'.  I  am  deeply  convinced  1that 
political unity is  the essential  condition  for  making  Europe's 
international role  effective.  I  am ·also  convinced that Brussels 10  PARLIAMENTARY  ASSEMBLY - EUROPEAN. PARLIAMENT 
and Strasbourg musit  seek a pragmatic method of work which 
shall over.come the difficulUes of organizational structures and 
institutionalized  nationalism.  There  is  no doubt .that  Europe 
must provide for herself a political sy~stem based on the popular 
will of her m~embm nations.  The  f.act  :is  rthat  Brussels  is  no 
longer ·enough on its own when Europe is  confronted with the 
international community and its immense problems, the Third 
World, the underdeveloped countries and also the Communist 
East. It is  here that Strasbourg must be given an  active part 
of .its own,  which it may  well  play  in  an  ex:tr·emely  flexible 
manner,  though  always  in  a  sincere  spirit  of  constructive 
cooperation. 
In connection with unity and a European role, I have also 
drawn attention to the Med:Ltenranean. For a number of obvious 
reasons  Europe  i'S  poUtioally  weak  today.  It  is  not  always 
recognized that one of the reasons for lthe  weakness .is  the lack 
of a  concerted policy not only towards the nations on the shores 
of the  M·editerranean but al'So  ·towards  those  that are arising 
between the Indian and Atlantic oceans. 
His~tory, geog,raphy ~and now, in .addition, oil and the prob-
lems  of  coexi~stence  between  the  various  States  and  nations 
from the Persian Gulf to Suez provide us with a constant les"Son 
which is all too often forgotten. Throughout the history of our 
common civ:ilization,  the E.as1tern  and Western Mediterranean 
have  together  guaranteed  peace  and  dvilized  progress  in 
Europe.  And  the  peoples  between  the  Indian  and  Atlantic 
oceans want to remain faithful to that civilization, whi.ch must 
be the basis for any European policy of no matter what kind. 
Indeed, I  would say that this  common dvHization has  a  per-
manent part to  play  precisely  because  it  is  a  unive.r,sal  one, 
founded as it is on the rights of man 1and the human spirit. 
I  should  like  to dose my introduction  to  the  de  bate by 
emphasizing that it  is  above  all in  the  recognition  of  these 
values and these  princ~ples that Europe must find her unity, 
so  ~that she may then project her personal:iJty abroad in favour 
of peace and progress : in the first place together with her allies ]OINT  MEETING  OF  14  SEPTEMBER  1976  11 
and friendly peoples  near and far,  and ·subsequently,  indeed, 
with her present enemies. 
(Applause) 
Chairman. - I  call Sir Geoffrey de Freitas to present his 
working paper. 
Sir  Geoffrey de Freitas,  rapporteur of the European Par-
Ziament.-Mr President, it is a great :pleasure for me to welcome 
our  friends  from  the  Council  of  Europe  and  partkularly 
P,resident Vedo¥ato.  I  have had the  e~erience of presiding in 
Strrashourg with Pil"esident Poher over joint meeting,s, but I have 
never  befolie  had  the  exper:ience  of being  a  rapporteur at a 
joint meeting. Of course my role is not really a r1apporteur's role, 
because  in the  two  week·s  after  the  Bureau asked  me  to be 
r31p,porteur  of rthe  approp.r.iate  committees  of our  Parliament 
met and  therefore  there  could  be no preliminary  dis.cussion ; 
so my report is  a  working document and a  personal one. And, 
of course,  you have the problem too that we had to  translate 
everything into five  other languages during the holiday ·period 
of August. However, here .it is-m.y ,r·epo.rt-and I want to pick 
out one or two of ,the  points in it which I  think will be best 
oal.culated to provoke debate. 
My theme is that the world is increasingly interdependent; 
that world £actors increasingly ~shape our liv·es  ; that what we do 
in Europe has 1a  g~reat ef£ect on economics and politics all over 
the world and Europe must therefore play a  more positive role 
in world affairs ; ,and that to do this we must develop ,a coherent 
European approach on the great issues that face us. 
Since  the  war,  our  chief  concern  has  been  rebuilding 
Europe and, more recently, adopting :social policies to ~alleviate 
poverty. We haven't finished ·that job at all.  There ar1e  groups 
who rare  not as well placed as others ; the:De  are regions which 
a:re  not  as  well  placed  as  others,-we know that,  just  as  we 
know that ·there are m·any  Europeans who .are  still poor ;  but 
whereas  Europe's  primary  concern  has  so  far  been  internal, 12  PARLIAMENTARY  ASSEMBLY- EUROPEAN  PARLIAMENT 
1that  is  no  longer  possible.  We  have  done  a  lot  for  other 
countries, but we did it rather in the sense of looking out at 
these other countries.  l,n  future  we .must  iflegard  ourselves  as 
being part of the wo:rld-we':re inside it and so are they. We 
aile going to be faced with more and more problems of the kind 
which in the past we were able to leave to other, particularly 
to the United States of A:meriea. 
What should we do to make it possiblre  to play this more 
,active role ? The problems are immense.  Let us  consider fir,st 
of all the Atlantic partnership. An immediate need is  for Europe 
to speak w:Uth  one voice in its  relations  with Canada and the 
United States o'f  America. There are two main reasons for this : 
the first is  the relative decline-! don't want to dramratize this 
too much-of the United States in 1the  world power balance ; 
and  the  second  is  the  immediate  economk  need  for  the 
developed  Western  countdes  Ito  agree  on  economic  and 
monetary cooperation.  r,t  is  beginning to  look  as  though the 
r~ecent  recession  is  not  one  black  spolt  in  thirty  years  of 
unceasing growth but the Hrst blast of what may turn out to 
be a new economic Tee  Age. P,redictions of the growth of world 
trade are not nearly as  encouraging as  they were a Jew years 
ago.  The outlook for  the world economy is  indeed uncertain. 
We  got  through  the  recession  of  1975  without  too  much 
damage, but we may not be so lucky next time. 
Now it is easy to establish dose relations with parliamen-
tar:ians  from  the  democratic  countries  o:f  Europe  or  North 
America, because we have the same parliamentary system, and 
it is  also ·possible  to  look  out to  other such 'countries,  and I 
mention just four-Australia, Israel, Japan and New z,ea]and--'-
but  there  are  not  many  more  outside  Europe  and  North 
Am,eriea.  It is  not only,  ~then, institutions  and  th~e rule of law 
which enable us to wocrk  with other people : we must consider 
geography and world power. 
Taking geography, it is  obvious that Europe and the Medi-
terranean  are  linked,  and  I  am  very  glad  that  President 
Vedovato  dealt  so  fully  with  the  Mediterranean.  It  is  only ]OINT  MEETING  OF  14  SEPTEMBER  1976  13 
;recently that the Community began a policy of .looking  at ,the 
European Mediter.ranean. 
The first phase was, of cour·se, the agreements with Tur~ey 
and Greece, with the thought that they would eventually join 
the Community ; but, as I say in my repo1it, 'the crucial question 
of extending the European Community has not been thoroughly 
thought out by our governments and ·the ,problems arising from 
Greek membership are immense-the future relations between 
G11eece  and  Turkey,  the  poverty  of  Gr1eece,  and  even  the 
working  arr.angemelllts  of our institutions,  not least our  own 
Parliament.  However,  ,the  European  Communiti,es  ,can  be  a 
great fnr.ce  .for stability in the Mediterranean, and Greece, lik'e 
Portugal and Spain, has an interest in maintaining stability and 
democracy  if  she  is  to  dev:elop  her  relations  with  the 
Community. 
I  think it is  right  to  say  that the  other part of Europe, 
the Eastern bloc,  is  a'lso  geographically linked w.ith  us.  It is 
only very recently  that we  began  to  open relations  with .the 
Comecon countries, and I  wish  I  could be quite as  ~optimistic 
as  M,r  V  edov.ato  is  in  his  report  in  believing  :that  relrutions 
between the East and West could he developed in such a way 
,as  to benefit the South-celitainly I hope that it will be porssibl,e. 
After aH,  we should do more : we agrteed at He'lsinki tihat the 
two  parts  of  Europe  should  work  together  with  greater 
cooperation.  There are  enough  genuine  obstacles  put up  by 
the  Sov.iet  Union  without  any  of  us  falling  back  on  the 
old  traditional .temptation  to  distrust  Russia.  It was  pointed 
out ,to  me not long ago that, at the Congress of Vienna over 
150 years ago, when a  Russian delegate died during the night 
a British diplo·mat was heard to 'say : 'Died, did he ? I wonder 
what his motiv·e was'. 
One of the most illl[>Or·tant  developments .in  our ·external 
relations  is,  of  cours1e,  the dialogue with the  Arab  countries. 
This  dialogue,  which  arises  fi~om  1the  recogni-tion  by  the 
Com,mun:ity of the importance of Ar,ab  oil and of the .immense 
wealth  concentrated  in  their  hands,  ~can  prove  a  means  of 
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establishing  a  triangular  .cooperation  harnessing  European 
technology to Arab oil and wealth for our mutual benefit and 
also to meet the needs of the developing world. It is  also  an 
attempt  to  come  to  an  understanding  with  the  Arab  world, 
which is now such a powerful economic force. 
As  to ,the developing countrie,s, to which I frequently refer 
in my working paper, we have dbne a  great deal for them and 
we have done it on the wliole altruistically,  cel'tain1y  without 
hope of immediate return. The reason I  dwell on this subject 
is  that I  believe it .is  one of the major problems of our time ; 
it is also one which has involved me personaily fOT  most of .the 
last thirty years-in the United Nations,  in Africa and in the 
British  Parliament.  What .is  the Community doing ? There is, 
of .course, the Lome Convention--a very important step. There 
.are  attempts to help the  non-~as:sociated  ~countries with aid of 
various kinds. The Community also has a ·system of generalized 
preferences which are more advanced and more generous than 
those  of  any  other  trading  group,  and  the  suggested 
.improvements .for  1977 repriesent a  dramatic increase in both 
volume and value. Nevertheless, the gap between the very poor 
and rich  countries  continues ,to  grow,  so What are  we  going 
to do ?  First,  we  must,  I  :suggest,  increase  development aid. 
The United Nations objective, which we accepted, is  0.7°/o of 
the GNP for official development assistance. Of all the ,countries 
represented here,  Sweden ,comes  .top  with  0.8°/o,  and of the 
nine  ~countries  of  the  Community  only  the  Netherlands  has 
reached this figure. I ·am convinced that although the problems 
in our Viarious  countries .are extremely grave-unemployment, 
infLation,  balance of payments, regional problems and so on-
we are 'SO  much better off th,an  th·e  developing countries that 
delay  in reaching the target--a target we agreed u:pon-will 
be rega11ded by history  ~as unforgivable. 
Besides :incre~sing  .. '·. deVi~lopm,ent aic!,  we  must  ..  heed the_ .. 
developing  world's  demand  for  ,som·e  ,coherent  commodity 
strategy.  Then we must make a  detel'mined attempt to  solve 
the  debt  problem.  Finally,  we  must  present  ourselves  at 
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countries  are  thoroughly  ,confused  by  the different  opinions 
which come £rom Europeans at international m·eetings. 
I  have  time  only  to  .refer  briefly to  the  philosophy  of 
using  the power .and  influenee  of our  European civilization. 
I  have no  time to· develop  this,  I  hope  that Sir Chris.topher 
Soames,  who has  spoken on this  before,  will  be able to take 
this up. 
May I summarize what I askfor ? 
It is :the devdopm·ent of the Atlantic partnership ; greater 
commitment  to  the European  M edi  termnean ;  greater ·recog-
nition of the power of Arab oil and the ne;ed ·fot doser relations 
with  the  Arab  countries ;  the  improvement.()<{  political  and 
trade  relations  with  the  Eastern bloc ; . the ·development of a 
coherent European policy towards ·the ·Third World ;  greater 
readiness  to  speak  up  £or  the  philo1sophiaal  ideas  £or  which 
Europe :stands.  We may differ, and 1 am  sure we do, on how 
Europe must .meet her responsibilitie'S jn the world ; but I am 
sure we all ag,ree  that the time has come for Europe to  meet 
her  responsibilities  towards  herself and the  world  outs:ide.  I 
regard  thi~s debate primarily as a  deba1te  on how Europe is to 
m-eet her ,responsibilities. 
(Applause) 
Chairman. ___;_  I call Sir Christopher Soame•s. 
Sir  Chris
1topher  Soames,  Vice-President  of  the  Commis-
sion  of  the  European  Communities.-Mr  Chairman,  in  hi~s 
admirable !report on  behalf of the  European  Parliament,  Sir 
Geoffrey de Freitas remarks thatthe history of Europe is  one 
of diversity. and indiv;idua.lit)l'  and President V  edovato,  in his 
equally  interesHn~fJ:eportt ,o:n  'behalf (),f ·the Council .()£·:Europe, 
makes, in ,a different Language, much the same point. One forrm 
which this diversity of our continent has taken can be seen in 
the vaniety o1 f our efforts to develop living organiza,tions of unity 
in Europe-for instance, ,the  two bodies whose ,representatives 16  PARLIAMENTARY  ASSEMBLY- EUROPEAN  PARLIAMENT 
ar.e  meeting today,  the Council of Europe and the European 
Community. Another ref.lection can be found in the variety of 
approaches  which  the  countr.ies  of  Europe  adopt  in  their 
relations with the world outside. 
Now,  obviously,  if European integration  is  to become  a 
reality,  we  must  find  ways  of  reconciling  this  variety  and 
distinctiveness  of our  national .approaches  with  the  .concepts 
of European unity and common action. Hence the importance 
of rthe  contacts between the Assembly of the Council of Europe 
and  the  European  Parliament,  which  is  why,  Mr  Chairman, 
I  am .so  happy to be here taking pal't .in  your meeting today 
and grateful to have been invited.  But, although the path•s  to 
European  unity  may  be  the  mor·e  difficult  because  of  the 
obstinate tenadty of our  particular national :traditions,  let u:s 
never forget that ·a  large part of Eurojpe's ·s·trength  lies  in her 
characteristi.c  divel'sity  and  individuality  .to  which  yom.-
r.apporteurs  refer.  As  much in our ef£orts  to develop a  united 
European policy towards ·the  outside  world  as  in our efforts 
to develop a  deeper unity within Europe, we must build up 
our strength on the basis of our diversity, of .th•e  diversity of 
our  historical  experiences  ·and  of  our  interests,  and  not 
against it. 
In  the  case  of  the  European  Community,  for  whose 
·external relations I have some .responsibility, som·e  may assum·e 
that all we have 1to  do ·to  fulfil our responsibilities and pursue 
our joint interests in the world is 1to find a ·shared understanding 
of Europe's place in wodd affairs  and then to  find  words to 
•ex:press  them___;rhetoric,  in  f.act----,but  ·they  would  be  wrong. 
We  cannot make progress together towards ·common external 
policies  which will  genuinely project and protect the external 
interests  of  our  Member States  and  our  peoples  merely> .by 
thinking about it or talking abqutjt. We ean,o.p;ly 'do: ifby'living 
~through it and by finding and applying common solutions to 
the ·challenges which are constantly confronting us. 
The  £act  is  ·that  the  European  Community's  external 
policies, like those of 1the  States of which ~she is composed, are ]OINT  MEETING  OF  14  SEPTEMBER  1976  17 
in  part  a  .function  of  her  inter,ests,  in  part  a  function  of 
the  political  and  social  values  of her peoples,  and in part a 
reflection  of  the  external  :pressures  under  which  ,she  must 
oper,ate and of the international env:ironment within which we 
mus,t  live.  Now,  each of these ·three  elements~our interests, 
our  values,  our  external  enviroiliffient-is  to·  some  extenJt 
determined by the :situation in whi,ch Europe finds heEsdf and, 
although each of them may be influenced .in  some degree by 
our deliberate choice, none of them is entirely the subj,ect of our 
free  w:ill.  And so,  while a  successful  foreign policy might be 
defined  as  a  policy by which choioe  is  made ,to  prevail over 
circumstance, let us  be under no illusion that our task can be 
reduced  s;imply  to  that  of  formulating  a  grand  design  for 
Europe's external relations. 
Building is  mor~e than a  matter of  ~architecture, it is  also 
a  matter of making skilful  use  of the materials that we  hav~e 
to hand. And, if I 1may start with the first of the elements that 
go  to  make  up  the Community',s  ~external relations,  what are 
the Community's major interests within the sphere of its present 
competence ?  In  commercial  and  eoonom,ic  matters,  the 
interests  of ,the  Communi1ty  are rooted in the  ·structur~e of its 
economy. This means, ·more predsdy, that we are oondemned 
to be dependent upon international trade, for we have such a 
unique economy. The facts speak clearly.  One .is  that our ratio 
o1f .forelign trade to GNP is twice what it is in the United States, 
for instance, and three tim,es what it is in Soviet Russia. Another 
is that trade with the developing oountries ,accounts for no less 
than 40°  I  o of our tota:l 'trade, being divided between the ~Middle 
East, Africa, Latin Amedca and South-East Asia in such a way 
that no one of these regions. stands our as a pre-eminent trading 
partner .for the Community. 
At the  sam~e time,  the pattern of international economic 
interdependence in which we  are involved,  inevitably,  i's  one 
which embr,aces the whole world.  While we do half our trade 
with  the  other  adv.anoed  industrial  open-market  economies, 
a  significant  and  growing  proportion of  our imports  of raw 
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the State-trading countries. And it .is  facts such as these which 
impose  upon  the  Community  a  :strong  interest  in  the 
maintenance  of  an  open  world  economy  and  the  further 
liberalization of international trade. 
The Community's  approach  to  trade  e~pansion ,contains 
two elements: the preferential element and !the global element. 
There is  no  need for  me  to explain  to  representatives of the 
Council  of  Europe  why  we  hav~e iplieferential  relations  with 
Mediterranean  countries  and  with  the  counbries  of rtJhe  Free 
Trade Area-all the  r~easons underline the Lome Convention. 
But these bilateral links must be ·seen in the perspective of the 
Community's  wider  interesrt  in  the  global  and  multilateral 
approach  to  the  expansion  of  international  trade,  as  demon-
strated, .for  example, by our .comparatively .low  ex~ternal tariff, 
by our sponsorship of the multilateral trade negotiations now 
going  on  in  Geneva,  and  by  our  grener~alized  s.cheme  of 
preferences  for  developing  countries.  Thus do we pursue one 
a£  our  crucial  interests,  which  is  trade  expansion.  Another is 
the economic development of the Third World,  in which the 
Community,  for  a  variety of reasons,  not only  has  a  special 
interest but .also a veil:y 1spedal ~contribution to make. 
So, these are but two exampl~es of thre interests which shape 
the Community's external policies.  What,  now, of the  values 
which  inspire  them ?  Just  as  our  interests  are  rooted  in  the 
structure of our economy, so our values spring hom the oharacter 
of Europe's political society.  Their essence is  our commitment 
to the .concepts of pluralist democracy, and our engagem~ent in 
a dialogue with rthe other g·r1eat  civilizations rand  cultures of the 
world.  Our  attachment  to  the  concept  of  liberal  ,and  social 
democracy  is  the  most  fundamental  determinant  oif  the 
Community':s attitude to the continuing division between East 
and West Europe's dose ties with the Uni'ted States and the 
other· industvial societies of the open-economy world are more 
than ,a  mattter of coincident economic inberest:s.  We are bound 
together by :shared values, and thes~e bonds are, to quote Burke, ' 
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At the same time and by the same token, there is inevitably 
something  of  a  gu1f  between  a  society  like  ours  in  Western 
Europe, based  upon  the  values  of  pluralism,  social  reconcili-
ation,  representative  government,  the  rule  of  law  and  the 
responsible State, and societies organized around dictatorships 
of all kinds. 
I  think that the last thing we should ever seek is  for  our 
Community to act as  a kind of global poHoeman, nor do I think 
that we should pose as the moral conscience of mankind, but 
there is  undouhtedly a  sense in which the des,tiny of 'the values 
upon  whi~dh our way  of Iife  depends  is  bound up with their 
fate elsewhere in this increasingly clos~eknit and interdependent 
world.  And the ideals for  which we stand are not ours alone. 
Over centur1es  past  they  have  made  an  imperishable  contri-
bution to human progress, and we in our time have the duty 
to  see  that  they  can  continue  to  develop  in  1strength  and 
in freedom.  That .is  why the Community has 'responded as it 
has  done  to  claims  made  upon  us  by  the  reestablished 
democracies in Greece and in Portugal, who share a  common 
interest  and  a  common  destiny  with  us.  That  is  why  the 
Community will respond in the same £ashion to the daims of 
Spain, if and when that country 1it at last firmly set on the pa,th 
of pluralist demoor.acy. 
But  this  said,  it  is  surely  also  true  that  it  is  neither 
desj,rable,  not  in  our  interests,  that  a  rigi~d  separation  be 
maintained between the countries of Wes1tern Europe and those 
to  the East.  We :should  hope that  w;arm~er and progressively 
more extensive relations with the ,countries of Eastern Europe 
should cause  tensions to be reduced, should help to  weave  .a 
beneficial network of redprooal interdependencies between our 
societies  and  should  foster  the  his,torical  evolution  of  the 
Eastern oourrtliies  away from  the monolithic structures of the 
immediate post-war period. 
So  much then .for  'the  way, as I  see it, ,that our interests 
and values  guide  the external policy of  ~the  Community.  But 
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in upon us and ,the international environment with which we 
must ·come  to  terms ?  Indeed, !both  the  Community  and the 
Council o'f  Europe were brought into exis'tence largely because 
they were needed if  we in Western Eu:mpe were to  respond 
successfully  to the challenges of sustaining our independence 
and  freedom  of action against the  Russian  super-power  and 
of preserving and developing Europe's distinct identity within 
the comity of Wes;te.rn ·societies.  We see that these ,challenges 
are  with  us  still  and  that  they  will  continue  to  sihape  our 
approach to external policy for many years to come. And added 
to them there is  now  a  third challenge: :th;at  of adjusting to 
the material growth and rising ,aspirations  of the  countries  of 
the Third World. 
The  fact  is  that  the  mov,ement  of  ev·ents  in  the  wo.r1d 
outs,ide Europe is increasingly imposing upon us the obligation 
to  give  form  and  substance  to  Europe',s  internat.:iona:l 
personality. The Community is  proving to he, whether we like 
it or not, a  powerful new pole of attraction in wodd affairs. 
We may still find it difficult, through lack of development, to 
initiate policies, but there is  no doubt about the pressures we 
are under ·to  find policies in :response to the interest which the 
Community arous·es  in the world outside.  Countries  all over 
the world are looking to us, :Some  with hope, some with some 
trepidation, to define  our rel,ationships  with them.  Some have 
been seeking doser commercial coqpenation, whether it he India 
and the other countries of that ~subcontinent, or the  :Countries 
otf  !South-East  Asia,  or  Mexico  and  other  countries  of Latin 
America.  Other:s,  such  as  Canada  and  han,  are  seeking  a 
relationship of a  wider economk character.  China ha:s  begun 
to open up a connection with the Community which both hope 
to see possessing a p·ro£ound geo-political significance. 
And  now,  after  years  of  ,cold-shouldering  and  ignoring 
the Community, the Comecon countries have begun to respond 
to our desire £or a mor'e normal relationship between us. 
In  modern  circumstances,  it is  only  by acting  together 
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tively to meet the demands plaoed UJpon  them by 'the outside 
world.  But if the Community is  to oper,ate successfully in the 
field of external policy, as in every other field of policy, our 
governm,ents  and  our  peoples  will  haV'e  to  compr~ehend the 
realities  of  their  situation .and  set about  their  task  w,ith  the 
necessary will.  This .is,  of course, a  political will.  It i:s  ,th,e  will 
to enable Europe to find her strength ,and to eX!ert it. The people 
will  have  to  be  involved  and  this,  above  all,  is  where  the 
importance  of  direct  elections  to  th'e  European  Parliament 
comes out-that is  to say,  in its capacity to engage the ima-
gination and the interest of the citizenry of the Community. 
But at this stage in the de¥elopment of  ~the  Community, 
with its limited institutiona1 powers, the primary responsibility 
for its future rests upon ·the governments of its Member States. 
They must ,recognize the limits of their capacity to master theJr 
problems  by  acting  separately,  and  accept  that  European 
solutions can work only if they ar~e rprepared to .aot together to 
make them work. The European interest can prevail onily when 
our governments are prepared to take proper account of it rin 
arriving at their national decisions. And .although :som~e prog,ress 
has been made in !Political cooperation and its machinery, who 
would  not  agree  that  Europe  has  had  too  many  missed 
opportunities, too many muffed rehances ? 
Each  of  our  countries  has  its  own  tradition  of  :foreign 
policy,  a  tradition  which  is  th,e  compound  expression  of  its 
national history and culture and of a  ~continuous re-assessment 
of enduring national interes1ts  amid the flux  of world events. 
What we have to do is  to press beyond the limits set by national 
.approaches.  The  foreign  policy  of  a  united  Europe  must 
gradua1ly  take  shape  according  to  its  own  tradition.  And 
although this tradition will be 1moulded by 1the  same consider-
ations  which  have  shaped.  our  national  poLicies,  it  must 
inevitably  reflect  a  synthesis  of  the  his:toric  elements  and 
abiding interests that go to make up our Community. Indeed, 
it will have to· be more than a  synthesis, it mu:s,t  be something 
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new ,and differ,ent factor-the European factotr--on the world 
scene. 
The  great  variety  of  tr,aditions  from·  Europe's  past  will 
have rto  find their place in the pattern of 1the  <eXJternal  relations 
of our young Community. But they are not going to do so  in 
the .forms that they previously took, nor can they ,continue to 
be defined  eXJclusively  by one  or  other national ,connection. 
For we are being challenged ·to  fresh ,creativity, a:s  new subjects 
tak!e  their  place on  the agenda of international  re1at~on:s,  as 
new pr,eoccupation:s  emerge .and  as  new instruments of inter-
national policy are forged. 
Within the  Community,  in 1the  progress1ive  interweaving 
of political cooperation and Community ;action, we are already 
giving proof of the kind of creativity that is  needed.  But we 
have a  long way yet to go in our governments' admitting thart 
in :these §reat issues the long-term nationa1 interest is  one and 
the same as  the  long-·ter,m  Community interest.  For our job, 
sur<ely, is to secure .for our continent the greatest possible degtree 
of independence in what is essentially an interdependent world. 
And we must .measure our .succes:s,  ladies ,and  gentlemen, not 
by what we <think we oan do but by what we know we must do. 
(Applause) 
Chairman. - I  thank Sir  Christopher Soames for his  im-
portant .contribution to our ,debate. 
I  eall Mr Artzinger to speak on behalf of ·the  Christian-
Democratic Group. 
Mr Artzinger.- (D) Mr Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, 
my £irst ,remark i:s one of principle. Our topic ·today d!s  European 
responsibilities in the world ; but tre.spon:sibility  can exist only 
where  there  is  .a  possibility  of  ,chan~e,  wher,e  whatever  is 
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With  the  world  as  :Ut  is  today,  Europe  does  not  have 
unlimited po.ssibiliti'e:s  as regards change. To ,that ,extent,  I  am 
glad to :read  in Mr V  ~dova:to'  s excellent report 1that  he .found 
this  topic daunting.  We simply  cannot,  in £act,  talk rtoday  of 
Europe's  .responsibilities  in  the  world  as  though  they  were 
unlimited,  and  we reali21e  that,  if we are to  change  unsatis-
factory ,conditions,  we need the heLp  of others ,and esiPeoially 
of those prim,arily concerned. This does not, however, absolve 
us  of our Tesponsib.ility :  it is  a  limiting £actor,  certainly, but 
the responsibility remains. 
On behalf of my group, I  therefore welcome this meeting 
of  the  European P,a:riiament  and ,the  P~arliamentary ks:sembly 
of the Council of Europe. We .are hoping, Mr Chairman, that 
closer ties will perhaps soon be es,tablished between the political 
g~roups, for whi1e this to,pic  concerns Europe, it is  certainly not 
just  the  Europe of the  European Community  that is  meant, 
not just the Nine, but at least .the  Nineteen. Perhaps 1the drde 
should be widened still further, but in any case the Nineteen 
belong to Europe just as much as the Nine. 
Now,  Europe's responsibilities  in the world clearly oover 
.many Helds :  the political field,  the social, the economic and 
also the cultural He:1d.  We ~shall not be 1ahle to do justice to all 
these  in  the  space of  this  short discussion.  I  shall  therefore 
confine my:s'elf to one aspect : ,the new world economic order. 
The reason is that we in the Christtian-Democratic Group 
of  the  European  ParHament  have  dis,cus:sed  this  question 
,repeatedly.  I  there£ore  feel  I  can  speak  on  my  colleagues' 
behalf,  too.  The subject was  discussed in great detail at the 
UNCTAD IV Conference in May of this year, and I  am very 
grateful to our colleague,  Sir Geoffrey de Freitas, for his very 
dear  account  of  relaJtions  with  developing  courrtde:s  in  the 
third chapter of his excellent report. 
A  ,remark about this  before  I  ,continu@:  we  approve  of 
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words of the Papal EncycHaal Populorum progressio.  Develop-
ment is the new name for ;peace. If we Wiant  peace, we mu:st 
say yes ,to development, and devdopment policy. 
On the other hand, we cannot but acknowledg~e that, with 
the  Third  and  Fourth  Worlds'  demands  ·for  a  new  world 
economic  order,  deve:lopm,ents  m~ay  sometimes  occur  which 
we .are unable, owing to the responsibility we have towards our 
own peoples, to accept unreservedly.  Sacrifices will inevitably 
be demanded of our peoples--for instance, in ,the  implemen-
tation  of  the  integrated  commodity  Sltr,ategy  which  has  just 
been ~accepted in principle in Nairobi-and I  .can  see no way 
of evading th,is ; in other words, anything we wish to transfer 
to  the  deve1opirng  countries  must he deducted from  our own 
revenue.  In  the  countries  of  Europe  this  will  lead  to  an 
intensification  of  the dispute  over how  the  burden  is  to  be 
shared---,although I  am of the opinion that, before taking any 
definitive steps, we should e~plain dearly to manag.ement and 
labour at hom·e what e:x;actly .is being done abroad. 
I  believe that we should not quarrel over principles. It is 
not a  question of choosing between a  free world economy 1and 
a  contro11ed  world economy. There is  no overlooking the fact 
that the so-called free economy has been very heavily indebted 
to the deve1oping countries for  decades.  In the course of the 
century the prices paid .to  the developing  countries  for  their 
exports  have  undeniably  faUen.  Apart  from·  occasional  rises, 
those prices  have  gone  steadily  down,  so  that  the  'terms  of 
ti1ade'  between  developed  and  developing  ·countries  have 
deteriorated almost ,continuously to the detriment of the latter : 
is  it any wonder, therefore, that 1the  developing countries will 
not accept this kind of wodd economy ? 
Perhaps it may-and we hope it will-,be possible to build 
on the. S1tabex  scheme .for  the stabilization of export earnings, 
embodied in the Lome Convention, although, of course,  very 
much 1more  i:s being demanded under the integrated commodity 
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be made 'to  incorporate som·e  of the very reasonable rules  of 
the Stabex scheme into this inte~rated  ·commodity strategy. 
I  said that we should not quarrel over princip.les.  But we 
may 1rightly  1take  exception 'to  an attitude on the partt  of the 
developing  countries  which  is  gaining  ground.  When  I  read 
the Declaration of Manila, for example, or the latest Declaration 
of Colombo, it :seems  to me that the r·ev·enue of 1the  developed 
world  is  disposed  of  somewhat  too  casually  in  those  texts. 
Mention is  made of an automatic tr,ansfer of resources  which 
we,  Ladies  tallld  gen:tlernen,  simply cannot afford. We must :set 
certain lim-its and, above all, tto  my mind, we ·should reject this 
.idea that the prosperity of the developed countries has  been 
amassed at the expense of the developing nations. I agree ~that 
the  history  of past  ~centu:r:ies,  colonial  history,  that ,is  to say, 
is  a  .tangle  of .liability  and  guilt,  but  this  is  something that 
cannot be undone now; in my view,  we should ref.rain  ,from 
oversimplifying  the issue and holding the present  generation 
· and  the  future  generations  of  the  developed  .countries 
reponsible  .for  1the  wrongs  that  earlie~ generations  m1ay  have 
perpetrated. I  therefore ,consider that it would be neither .right 
nor wise  for  this  ~assembly or any other .to  issue any counter-
declaration  to  those  of  Nairobi,  CIQilomlbo  or  Manila.  It is 
practical decisions, not declarations, that are needed. 
Those  decisions  howeve~, must  be  made  jointly  by ·the 
developed countries in Europe and elsewhere; for that reason 
I am grateful to Sir Christopher Soames for the :appeal he has 
just launched to the countries of Europe to show :solidarity in 
·these  matters,  too.  I  am  glad  that  the  ,report  by  Mr  Leo 
T.indemans  .contains  a  very  OOlllJPrehensive  and  thought-
provoking chapter on relations  between a  united Europe and 
the Third and Four.th Wodds. I think we should ttake his advice 
and  make  a  determined and  courageous  attempt ·to  reach  a 
consensus on these matters. 
I  realiz·e  that  the  interests  involved,--as  Sir  Christopher 
said----,are  not necessarily  coincident,  but our situation, whkh 
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adopt a  ~common  .attitude which wi11 enable Hmited but de£inite 
progress to be made in our relations with the Third and Fou:r1th 
Worlds. 
(Applause) 
Chairman. - I call Mr Ilhan. 
Mr  Ilhan.  - (D)  Mr Chairman, ladies and gentlemen,  I 
wish  to  .congratulate  the  two  Tapport:eur:s,  Sir  Geoffrey  de 
Freita·s  and  Mr  V:edovato,  'for  having  touched on  nearly  all 
the  problems  of  the  world  in  their  reports.  Eoonomically, 
politically, technically and culturally, Europe is  strong.er than 
ever.  Only,  it  is  not  yet  sufficiently  united  to channel  ,this 
strength in a definitive direction. As the Bdg,kun Pdme Minister, 
M'r  Tindemans, ·said in his report, it is  especially in the fo~eign 
policies  and  defence  policires  of the  European  countries ;that 
divergenc:es  exist.  All  those  countries .must  unite  in order to 
be able to act in unison. The ±dea of a  European union started 
with  Victor  Hugo,  but  it  did  not  come  alivre  until  after 
the second world war. 
EX"pressing  agreement with Mr Tindemans on the matter 
of  European  union,  the  Federal  German  Chancellor  said  in 
Paris,  on  22  April  1975,  that  anyone  who earnestly  desires 
European union is aware that it needs a clear constitution as  a 
basis ·~or joint defence. 
How long shall we go on e~peoting America to defend us? 
Oan we say for certain today that no changes will be made in 
American  for.eign  policy  towards  Europe  in  the  next  15  or 
20  years?  Even  1the  Americans  themselves  ,cannot  always 
determine today what their policy will be tomorrow. 
In an article  :in  the  journal  Les problemes  de  l'  Europe, 
Alfred  Frisch  1maintains  that  relations  between  Europe  and 
the United States no longer depend on ~the Europeans but on 
the  Am·erican  Congress,  and  that  this  ,applies  to  defence  as 
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whoever  he  be,  could  well  spring som·e  unpleasant !Surprises 
on those European traditionalists who aspire to unity but are 
not prepared to ,accept world-wide responsibility. 
A Europe which cannot guar,antee .:iits  own defence cannot 
r·eally  assume  any  responsibility  for  the  world.  Fcrom  the 
economic,  technical and oultural viewpoints, Europe does not 
lag behind the Soviet Union ;  what is  more, Europe is ahead 
of Russia where national r·evenue is concerned. 
I~t is  quite natur,al that problems and disagreements should 
arise even among European countries. We should regard such 
disputes  as  char.actecristic of a  •free,  democratic system and as 
a  sign 1that  the .community in which they occur is  sound and 
healthy.  Naturally, the alter.oations of its  members ·should  not 
go  so  £ar  ·as  .to  lead to war. Becau:se  it is  not the interests of 
individual  countries,  but  thos·e  of a  Community,  that  are  at 
stake,  the  m.ember.s  of  that  Community  should  show  even 
gr·eater  caution  than  previously.  In  settling  con£li.cts,  it  i:s 
essen:tial  to 1avoid  emotion and  prejudice, and be  gmided  by 
sound common sens.e.  Right,  justice and objectivity should be 
our watchwords when judging Community problems. 
A  word  now about  the  Euro-Arab  dialogue.  Euro[peans 
made no attempt rbo  engage in discussion with the Arabs until 
after the oil-crisis. Israel wa:s the greatest obstacLe in ·thi·s regard. 
As  the A.r,abs  wanted ·to  obtain pol:iJtioal  concessions  vis-a-vis 
hr.ael,  the  EEC  countries  chose  .to  talk  about  economic 
,p!ioblems.  Various problems were di·scuss1ed.  The 1talks  are still 
going on. In October, a  conference is to take place in Tunisia 
in this connection, and the outcome may well be very important 
for  both  sides.  If 1the  Euro-Arab  dialogue  were  to  conclude 
favourably ,for both 'Sides,  this would help to 1alter the political 
situation in the Middle East to the adv;antage of the Western 
powers. 
I:t  is  no secret that the more influence  the  Soviet Union 
loses--and hence political ground al·so-the easier it becomes 
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Much has been said and w,ritten about .the  1applicability 
of  1the  Helsinki  resolutions.  Some  people  con:s.ider  them  a 
tr.iiumph  for  1the  countries o.f  the Eastern bloc. I  ~take the view 
that  it  is  better  for  Western  Europe  to  maintain  as  dose 
relations  as  possible with the Eastern bloc.  Such negotiations 
will not be detrimental to  us ;  on the oontrary, ,they  will  be 
beneficial. 
The dialogue  instituted between the EEC ,and  Comecon 
in the last few years .is  to be welcomed. I believe it will benefit 
both sides considerably. 
Since  the  Co'ld  War  between  Russia  and  the  People's 
Republic o
1f China began, Ch!ina has  constan~ly been seeking a 
rapprochement with the countries of Europe. It is China's wish 
that Europe should become a :strong power, .capable of holding 
its  own wi.th  the  Soviet  Union  :and  Am,er.ica.  It  is  therefore 
trying by every  means  to  gui·de  Europe in that direction.  In 
recent years  politioal  and economic  ,rdations  between China 
and the countries  of Europe have  greatly iffi1Proved,  and will 
probably improve still further as time goes by. 
Now that Mao .is  dead, we shall have to wait some weeks 
or months before we know the politiaal cour•se  that China will 
ta~e. 
In  paragraph  12  of  his  report,  M.r  Vedovato  discusses 
Cyprus. F.rom the star.t w,e  have held that the Cyprus problem 
must be dealt with jointly by the two communities concerned, 
without  any  outside  interference.  We  have  s,aid  ,repeatedly 
that  we  are  p~epared  to  accept  this,  and  so  we  still  are. 
Unfortunately, the Cypriots of Greek origin wish rto  bring the 
problem  in,to  the  international .arena  instead  of  negotiating 
directly. The ·election results, too, have ~shown that the winners 
are  those  who  wish  to  delay  the  settlement  of  the  Cyprus 
problem for a long time. 
The  experience  of 1 two  ye::trs ·has  shown  that this  is  no 
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Moreover,  the  general  situation  lin  ,the  Mediterranean  is 
deteriorating a:s  a  resuLt  and  this  i:s  doing harm  ~to  European 
solida'fity. 
One further  wo!ld :  the  Secretary  -General  of 1the  United 
Nations, Mr Kurt W.aldheim, ~recently called the rep.res,enta:tives 
of  both  communities  to  Ame:dca:  it is  to be hoped that the 
dialogue between the two population groups, which broke down 
some time ago, will ·soon be res!Umed. 
(Applause) 
Chairman. - I  call Lord Gladwyn to speak on behalf of 
the Liberal and Allies Group. 
Lord Gladwyn. - Mr Chairman, I  speak in the name of 
the Liberal Group but £11om  what I  heard this morning it may 
possibly be that some of my ,colleagues feel that my ex:pression 
of  1thought  is  perhaps  a  little  too  categorical  and  harsh. 
However, I  ,think they would probably agree with th:e  general 
Hne of what I have to say. 
I  suppos'e that aH  Europeans present here today, whether 
they  ar~e  Federalists  or  Unionists,  or  P,r,agmatists  or  even 
Laodiceans, are s1adder  and  no doubt wisell"  1men  and women 
than 'they  were  a  few  years ago.  For it is  obvious  that the 
general position of the Western European demooracies has not 
improved economically or politically; indeed, it has got much 
wors~e.  A:nd  all this  time the va:st  standardized £oroes  of  the 
Soviet Union-to say nothing of its nuclear arsenal--ha,ve ibeen 
:increasing ,to  an extent whioh now makes it superior, ,and  .in 
some spheres  greatly superior, to ,the  oombined forces  of the 
West,. uns;tandardi:oed,.uninteg,rated, ~amd uncoordinated as  .. they 
mostly are. 
Now,  Mr  Chairman,  you  might  have  thought  that  this 
combination of £actor:s,  which if  ,:ilt  per,sisrbs,  or gets worse, may 
well result in the di:s,appearanoe of our £ree societies 1and  their 
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quite possible-would hav·e  resulted in  greate:r  unity on  the 
part of  ~at  least nine  countr,ies  who had declared  ~to  be some 
£orm of union their objective. Not at all.  Virtually rno  progress 
has been made towards the adoption of ,common policies other 
than  the  .common  agricultural  policy,  which  itself  is  under 
heavy fire.  AJS  for pol1it1cal  cooperation,  I  have no time  ~to  go 
into that, but it is  clear that it is notable ,£o1r  i,ts  absence at the 
present tim,e.  Apart from the fact that the Community is  s1till 
there and its  institutions are at 1least functioning, even if they 
are  only  marking  time,  there  is,  as  I  see  it,  only one  really 
encouraging  £actor--and whether  it  is  .really  encouraging we 
shall know in five days'  time from  now'--and that,  of course, 
is  the  ded:sion  to  hold  direct  elections  to  the  European 
Parliament in 1978. 
I  myself believe,  though I  may he wrong, ,that the chief 
reason, perhaps the unconscious reason, why the Ministers have 
been so  hesitant about authorizing these elections is  that they 
realize  instinctively that,  once directly elected, the European 
P1arliament  will  be  a  strong  .and  perhaps  a  decis1ive  force 
working  for  political  Ulllity  and  that this  will  perforce result 
in difficult ·struggles  with all those, in all the counrr,ie:s  of the 
Nine,  who are reluctant to abandon  any shred of what they 
always r·efer to as national sove:r·eignty.  But once this directly-
elected parliament  is  in being,  :such  :struggles  will of  course 
be inevitable and •On  the whole,....--and this is the optimistic part 
of my statement-it seems likely that the governments, faced 
with a  dif£icult choice, will feel that the best way out of their 
dilemma is, after all, European unity. 
Now if so,  then the political oommuni1ty of the Nine will 
undoubtedly .take form and substance over the years, incorpo:r-
ating, no doubt, other democratic European States now outside 
it,  and  in  dose  association,  of  ooulis'e,  with  :several  others  . 
.  ·  ..  Sh.ob.,ld<~him~gs'tu\ril!. oJ]!t :rt:his:,way, :what wouJd:he .the,ee>ntinuing 
role of the Council of Euro!Pe? I  spe:nt a  good few years as a 
member  olf  this  excellent  organization  and  profited  greatly 
from  my  m1embership  of :the  Economic Committee,  :so  I  am 
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.my .cons.idered view is  that ull!til-I repeat until-such time as 
the  Community  has  made  irreversibl·e  prog.res:s  towards  an 
actual political union, the Council of Europe has an indispens-
able part to play. But, as soon as the Community develops .rinto 
an entity on the .Lines  I  have suggested-if it ever does-then, 
to  quote Shakespeare,  'Orhello'·s  occupation  wi:ll  be  gone'. If 
on the other hand the Community stagnates, then the Council 
of  Europe  will presumably remain  as  the only  basis  for  any 
European cooper,ation or rather any European non-Communist 
cooperation, since it is difficult .to  imagine that it could contain 
within its democratic embrace both free •and totalitarian States, 
ey;en  though,  of  course,  it  may  have  very  good  economic 
rdations  with  •the  Eastern  countries  so  long  as  they  are 
Communist. Let us hope :so. 
The  danger,  however,  and it is  a  r·eal  danger,  would be 
that,  in  the  event  of  a  stagnation  or  even  a  collapse  of 
the European Economic Community and the triumph therefore 
of economic nationalism, the whole of Western Europe might 
fall  by  the  force  of .things-,and  not,  Sir  Geoffrey,  by  any 
diabolical  intentions on ;the  part of the  Russians-under  the 
political hegemony  of the Soviet  Union.  When I  inspected a 
few  months  ago  the  splendid  projected  new  home  for  the 
Council  of  Europe  in  Strasbourg,  I  :said-and  this  was  not 
altogether  a  jok.e~that this  might prove eventually to  be  an 
ideal headquarte11s for the Comecon. 
Some,  I  am  sure,  will  say  that ·thris,  which is  almost my 
swan-song, is  too gloomy and pessimistic : perhaps swan-songs 
usually  are !  However  I  would  myself  regard  it  as  simply 
:malis1tic.  Certainly,  I  would  not regard  the  European  demo-
cracies  represented  here  today  as  doomed,  only  as  in  very 
oonsid~rable. daJi~er. · f\s,T 1Jl,aY,e.  '(l;lr~~~dy, .said, provided  the 
European P,arlia:n1eb:t  i,s 'rindeed ·1#-eetly,:eleete:d 1in  1978, I  see 
a  bright future for Weste11n  Eur•bp~·which I  do not think can 
in any way be united with the States of Eas.tern Europe for so 
Long as they .continue to be :Communi:st. Meanwhile, in our .two 
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continue  ~to  peg  away  profitably  dn  our  ,respective  spheres, 
which, as things ar~e, do not seem in a:ny w:ay to dash. 
As  £or the gov;ernments, I myself believe that, before very 
long,  they w:i11  have to ma~e a  choioe, which they have so 'Ear 
in  practice avoided making,  a[}Jd  when  the  moment  for  thi:s 
choice presents itself, then they may perhaps do weill  to  ~eoall 
the  ~r1eat words of Dante in his remarkabLe  des~oription of the 
roile  of Fortune, 'Necessita la :fa  esser veloce' {Neces·sity makes 
her swift). 
(Applause) 
IN THE CHAIR : MR CZERNETZ 
President of the Parliamentary Assembly of the 
Council  of Europe 
Chairman. - I call Mr Prescott to speak on behalf of the 
Socialist Group. 
Mr  Prescott. - I  think the point that the Socialist Group 
wish to  ma~e about a  meeting  li~e this  i:s  that we certainly 
welcome  the  meeting  of  1the  two  organizations  because  it 
emphasi:zie.s  one  very  important  £aot,  namely  that  Europe  is 
greater than the Nine. There is a  ·tendency----~and .this  is.  almost 
a  trite  point  perhaps-to  think  of  the  nine  nations  of  the 
Community  being  Europe,  but  clearly  th.e  nations  in  the 
Council  of Europe  h~ye ~an.extremely important !Part  to play 
in  the  developing  attitudes  and  -,-.r~esp;OO:sib':tlitiie~s ·which  have 
been :r.eferred to,  those  ~identified ~as European responsibilities. 
Therefore  there  i:i:S  a  oonsider1able  area over  which  one  can 
attempt to .identify this so-called European :responsibility and 
the ~rapporrteurs have done it in :their papers over 1a  very wide 
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to me is attempt to identify that European ·responsibility in its 
reality  and  determine  wherther  .ther'e  is  a  pos.s:i:bility  that 
meetings  like  this  .can  contribute  to  changing  that  present 
reality of European :responsibiLities  and whether we  can take 
the  initiative  helie  to  take  i.t  fulither,  rather than  being  two 
assemblies  that  .oom·e  together  for  an  enjoy,ab1~e  occasion  to 
discuss the great str1ategies of Europe and the wodd itsdf. Can 
we  perhaps  take  some  tangible  decisions  here that  we  .can 
pursue together  as  politicians ?  This  is  ,almost  1a  call  for  the 
back-henchers of the wm·,ld ,to  unite, to come .together and .take 
political  decisions  which  may  be different .from  those  being 
taken  by our nation-states  in the inten11ational  forums  of the 
world.  It .is  in  those  situations  where  political  decisions  are 
needed 1that we .seem to be £al1tering,  that we seem to he taking 
a  v:ery  hard-line attitude :tow,ards our European responsibility. 
The speech made by Sir Christopher Soames thi:s  morning 
did identify the problem we are ,faced  Writh  though I  am not 
so  sure  the  reality  matches  the  th~eme  rthat  he  has  used 
this morning---,and that is  that we must agree upon our identi-
fication of European values.  The European nation, and I  use 
'Europe'  in  the  widest  sense  of  t:his  debate,  is  cleady 
dependent upon tr,ade, more dependent than :some of the bigger 
super-powers are on their trade with the Third World. If I  can 
take  one  important theme in ,the  wor,ld  today, it is  the inter-
dependence of nations,  the  new economi.a  order,  the  North-
South  diaLogue.  This  is  the  arena  in  which  Europe  has  to 
identify ·itself  and decide  whether it is  prepared to take that 
great moral .commitm,ent to help the Third World in its develop-
ment.  The  rich ,are  getting .richer  ~and the  poor are  getting 
poorer,  and  we  belong,  despite  our  political  and  economic 
di£ficul1Jie:s,  'to the .rich community. ·The choioe £or  most of our 
nations here is  whether we are to giiVe  part of our wealth, in 
the  ·redistribution  of  1that  wealth,  .to  the  Thi11d  WorLd  not 
simply as a  moral ·Comm:]tment to that  pdncipl~~, burt  als~ .for 
our  own  survival.  The  oil  problem  has 'shown  us  that  our 
economies are equally dependent upon the poor oorp..munities, 
particularly £or raw materials. So there is  good economic ·sense 
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ment is  a  much mor·e  important concept for  the politicians to 
consider. 
But ,let  us  look  at the reality.  Where have the dch and 
the poor nations of the world been getting together to agree? 
In  UNCTAD.  And  how  has  Europe  been  ·identified  in  the 
UNCTAD  Conference  on trade?  W1ith  the  hard  line,  with 
11eluotanoe to giv·e so much help to them. There is  another area 
in which Europe has been identified-the UNCT  AD  Confer-
ence on the shipping trade, where Europe has 40°lo of world 
shipping and controls it through world liner conferences. The 
United Nations agreed to give  10°lo of world :shipping to  the 
Third World and now the 7'0 I  o :share held by the Third World 
is  reduced to 6° I  01.  In the conference that .Iiecently agreed that 
s·ome  of the share of ·shipping held by our ,mar:itim.e  nations, 
pa:tticularly her·e in Europe, should he given to rthe Third World 
to  give  them  a  chance  to  develop  their  economies,  we  did 
nothing but pvesent a very hard line. We are not even prepared 
to ratify the convention that was  agreed except for  countries 
like  Germany,  France  'and  Belgium,  who  did  sign  the 
convention and hoped to  have implemented it.  Yet  what did 
the Commission do ? 
The  Commission,  with  these  new  values,  these  new 
European  responsibilities,  takes  these  thvee  countries  to  the 
Court  of  Justice  for  :attempting  'to  give  positive  help  to  the 
Third World.  There are more .examples  to :show  that Europe 
has not fulfilled its responsibility. It has the wealth, but it has 
not .shown any positive desire to sha11e  ~it with the Third Wodd. 
Our two assemblies in Europe here are interdependent as 
reg,ards  policies.  For example,  the  EEC  cannot decide  on  a 
shipping poHcy,  or  a  shipbuilding  policy,  without discussing 
Wlith  important nations which are in the Council of Europe but 
not in  the  EEC.  Any  devdopm·ent  of  a  shipping  policy  rto 
co~pterad the Comecon shipping trade and the tying of trade 
to .shipping cannot be achieved without agreement with nations 
in the Council of Europe. This is  equally true in the Law of 
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present session. It has £:ailed  1to  agree on a  convention, which 
means  that  nations  represented  in  this  assembly  will  take 
unilateral  action  and  that,  of  oour:se,  will  lead  to  further 
unilateral ,action by other nations. This is not an international 
solution. It perhaps reflects the ,reality of the present .situation. 
Perhaps I  could finish on this one point to emphasize my 
theme ,and  make a  recom,mendatJion 1that  w:e  should  ~consider 
as two ,as~semblies in our s~erparate political functions. Under the 
Law of the Sea, 70°/o of our eaiith':s :sur£aoe is now :to be subj.ect 
to the .rul,e of law. Tremendous amounts of wealth are involved, 
new wealth is being created, and )'let Europe tries ,to  keep ,that 
to itself when it oould be purposefully used to give help to the 
Third Worid. And when the Uni,ted Nations say that the wealth 
of  the sea should be  the  common heritag,e  of m,ankind,  and 
everybody agrees  theY~e shoiUld  he ,an  authority, an assembly, 
to determine priorities in the distribution of that wealth, what 
do the Community nations do? They oppose ·the Third World's 
desrire  for  an international authority 1to  control  ~this  wealth in 
the Law oif  the Sea Confe!lience. 
Mr Chairman,  I  w.anrt  to end my speech by saying this : 
I  do not think that Europe's  sense of responsibility has been 
very obvious  in the  past.  I  hope there  will  be oons:ider,able 
changes,  particularly  in  this  area.  There  will  he  problems 
caused by unilateral decisions by nations on the 200-mlil,e limit, 
and  I  presume  the  Community  will  take  this  decision  :in 
January.  The  Socialist  Group  rpassed  a  ,resolution  last  night 
ca]Hng  on  ·the  Community  to  adopt  the  200-mile  limit  by 
1  January,  because other nations  are already committed to it 
and the oonsequenoes  will be .considerable  nor  us if we :stand 
aside.  But .let  us  do something more positive: let the Council 
of  Europe  and  the  EEC,  as  we  .say  in  our  resolution,  call 
together the ministers of ail the nwtionrs  in Europe .to  consider 
the economic, political,and ·Social problems that w:ill be :involved 
by the unilateral extensions,  rto  .cons.ider  how we ean perhaps 
identify  w:ith  ,the  Scandinavian  ,countries,  whose  attitude  at 
the Law of the Sea Con£erenoe has been much mor·e eharaotea--
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like to propose ,as  a group rthat the Council of Europe .oons~der 
bliinging  together  ,the  ministers,  .as  we  will  call  for  in  our 
political .forum, ·to ,discuss the iillJPOI1tant question of a  common 
E:ur01pea:n  identification on the major moral issue  now £acing 
the world-name'ly, whether we, the rich nations of the world, 
ar~e pn~pared to help the Third Wor  1d.  If we do not, we shall 
all perish. 
(Applause) 
Chairman.- I call Mr Radius. 
Mr  Radius.  - (F)  Mr  President,  ladies  and  gentlemen, 
as  M,r  Vedovato  very  rightly  pointed  out  in  his  r,epor,t,  the 
theme  of  this  debate  may  seem  ex;ceptionally  ambitious  in 
scope,  but it does oHer ·the  members  of  our  two  Assemblies 
the  oppor,tunity  to  consider  from  every  angle  the  actual 
:Foundations  of  th,e  Europe  we  ane  building.  Reflecting  on 
European  responsibilities  .in  th,e  world  means  in  £act  asking 
oneself what is the model for society that EuroiPe must p11omote 
and de£end, what is  the solidar.ity she should build up, what 
are the ~tasks she should propose 1to  the international community 
as  a  whole.  There  seems  to  be  a  fairly  wide  consensus  in 
Eur,opean  public opinion that Europe  should  offer  the world 
an  example  of  a  stable,  democratic  society  .intent  on  social 
progress._ But Europeans are .still uncertain by what ways and 
means,  in  the  present  unstable  and  dangerous  international 
environment,  our  continent can best ensu1re  the  continuation, 
development and influence of this type of society. 
When trying to define the ro1e  which Europe must play 
in the world, it is of primary importance tha1t  we should take 
account of historical  and  geogr,a~ph:ical exigencies.  Where the 
countr:ies  of  our  continent  a.:re  concerned,  these  impose  a 
number of Hmitations  on their international action.  European 
countr.ies  generally depend for  supplies of raw materials and 
energy on the  countries  of rthe  Third Wor·1d.  Their economic 
activ;ity,  being largely concerned with international trade, can 
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rules  of  good  conduct.  For  their  defence  the  countries  of 
Wes1tern  Europe, with the ,exception of Ftrance, rely to a  larg,e 
extent  on  th·e  nuclear shield  of  the  United  States.  AU  thes'e 
economic,  military  and political  factors  make  1the  nations  of 
Europe vulner.able  to outside pressu!'le  and :in  general to  the 
disturbances and conflicts which  all  too  £requently shake the 
present-day world. Such conflicts,  whether they be eoonomi·c, 
political  or  military,  are  dangerous  for  Europe  when  they 
directly involve  her,  as  in 1th,e  case of East-West tensions,  or 
when they become explosive in a:r~eas vital to her security, such 
as the Mediterranean. 
It is  therefore  in  Europe's  interests  to  help  bu:Hd  inter-
national  structures  and  establish  dialogue  and  cooperation 
C3Jpab}e of ensuring th1at ,rivalries and 1tens.ions .can be overcome. 
It is for this reason that the European countries, and especially 
France, attach so much :importance to :international institutions 
working  for  better  economic  ~rel,a:tions,  1to  rthe  progress  of 
discussions  in  the  N or1th -South Conference ,and  1 to  .furth·ering 
the process of detente  ag,reed  to at the  Helsinki Con£erence. 
Self-interest :should not be Europe's only Lreason  £oT  ~extending 
her  cooperation  with  all  countries,  whatever  ~heir  leve:I  of 
development or their social  system.  Europe is  predestined by 
her his1tory  to  serve  as  intermediary and oonciliatoLr  between 
the different  groups  of  nations  which dominate international 
relations  today.  One  of  Europe's  primary  responsibilities  is 
to  intensify interchange ~between the ·two  artHidally separated 
parts of the Euliopean continent, ;in  the spirit of th,e  Helsinki 
agreements  included  in  the  2nd  and  3-rd  'baskets'.  In  the 
Third Wor1d,  and  above .all  :in  Africa,  our  continent is  able, 
thanrks  to the historical Hnks  she has preserved with numerous 
deveLoping  countries, to :institute a  new type, bo1th  £airer and 
stabler,  of  intemational  econom,ic  relations.  The  Lome 
Convention i:s a fir:s.t step in this direction. 
The  capacity  for  dialogue displayed  by  Europe  and the 
vital interest she has in better and more ,peaceful :international 
rel1ations  are  ~two £actors  whi.ch  have a  permanent bearing on 
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or E:ighteen. These £actors mu:st now be r~ea:sses:sed in the light 
of the difficult and uncertain  political dimate at this time. 
The present  situation  is  marked  by  ~the  growing  risk  of 
more  frequent  regional  conflicts  caused  by  the  di,min:ishing 
power of oontrol of the  United  State:s  and the  USSR.  Peace 
.remains  £r1agile,  ,and  the  ~disorder  in  international  economic 
relations, 1the  most striking illustration of which is 1the  chaotic 
system  of international  payments,  makes  it all  ,th.e  more  so. 
Added  :to  that,  the  growing  as:sertion  of  national  identities, 
especially  in  the  Third  World,  is  ir,r.eversibie  and  ,in  many 
r~espects is bound to 1produce positive results. In 1this connection, 
it is important that Europe :should display g,reater unity among 
the tensions and disagreements  that are  ~the inev,itable  conse-
quence  of :an  inte,rnationa:l  environment which  is  more fluid 
than  in  the past and of a  more  difficult ,econom,ic  situation. 
Such unity will be possible only if the !States of Europe, first 
and .foremost those which belong to the EEC, are 1able :in  intex-
nationa1  Tlelations  lbo  ;agree  on  defending  and  promoting 
genuinely  European  interests.  In  dealings  with  developing 
countries,  for  example,  Europe  must  have  wider  room  for 
manoeuvre  than  mere  unconditional  alignment  with  the 
position of a  g.Deat  power,  ~even ,a  friend .and 1ally.  Wher~e the 
stabilization of .commodity  pdoes and Hnancial  aid 1are  con-
cerned,  EuroiPe  must  make  proposal's  to  1the  Thkd  World 
coun:tr.ies  which correspond to  ~their own intereSits,  even if the 
United  States  ,is  ,reticent.  As  11egards  international  economic 
relations,  Eurorpe must ensure rt:he  .success of the proposals fnr 
a  new and more stable economic order, rso  as  to safeguard the 
conditions  on  which  her  own  deveLopment  depends.  The 
pDeSelllt  .... day monetary chaos and  unbalanced economic ,relations 
are not only a  thxeat to growth :in  Europe but are also likely 
to split  ~the European Community  .ir,repar~ahly into two economic 
zones,  one plagued by inflation and !Unemployment, the other 
more dynamic but 1at ,th,e  m1erey of fluctuations in international 
trade. It ,i:s  ·therefore necessary that Europe shouLd define her 
international  policy  in  complete  independence,  and that she 
should  fully  respect  the  independence  of the  countries  with 
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and cooper1ation  in which Europe join:s  can work only on the 
basis of ·equality of rights  among all taking part.  Indeed, the 
reason why Europe's policy of .oooper.aHon w:ith •the  46 African, 
Caribbean and Pacific countries, or with the countries  of the 
Mediterranean,  is  so  £avourab1y  viewed  by  Third  World 
countries  is  that  her  offers  of  oooperation  have  no  political 
string:s attached. Europe does not seek he&emony,  and that i:s 
why she enjoys such undeniable prestige today mnong :so many 
States.  May Europe take  full  advantage of this  situation and 
achieve  a  sufficient  deg.ree  of  unity  1to  be  able  to  of£er  a 
~tangible response  ,1Jo  the hopes that the many .countries  tir·ed 
of great-power manoeuvring 'place  in her! We have no flight 
to disa[Jpoint them. 
(Applause) 
Chairman. - I  call Lord Reay to speak on behalf of the 
European Conservative Group. 
Lord Reay. - Mr Chairman, I  think we are fortunate in i 
being  able  to  base  this  debate  on  two  most  v:aluahle  and 
enlightened  reviews  of  the  situation  from  ~our  rapport~urs-: 
from Sir Geoffrey de Freitas we have had a mos:t full.and ·~om­
prehensive picture  of the problem, from  Mr Vedovato .some-
thing perhaps more controversi
1a'l  but none the less  use.ful  for 
that., 
I  feel indebted to Sir Geo£frey for his anecdote about rthe 
Congfless  of Vienna ; but I  feel that not too much should be 
built on it, and I  would recommend :to  ·those  reading it that 
they read .at the same:time 1the opening words-of Lord Gladwyn. 
I  would like to take up two points Mr V~edovato makes in 
his  'report :  the  first  is ·where  he  suggests  that  the  Belgrade 
Con£erenoe  is  :something  which  could  be  prDepared  by  the 
Council of  Europe,  and the :second,  where  he  criticizes  the 
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Wi!th ,respect to Belgrade, I think tha:t it is unrealistic that 
the Council of Europe should have  authority  'OO  prepare the 
West's position, since two of the three principal subjects which 
ar~e  due  to he dis.cus:sed-defence  and economic cooperation 
-cannot be said to ·fall  within the competence of the Council 
of Europe. I say this notwitthstanding the very obvious interest 
which the Council of Europe has in the Held of Basket Three, 
about which I  ~shall 'say something in a 1mome:nt. 
On the question of the coordination of policy :in the United 
Nations,  I  ~think that M,r  Vedovato under:ra'te:s  rthe  impo!itance 
of what has been achieved by way of successful,coordination of 
the nine polides : to give a :single example, in the 1973 General 
Assembly  the  Amhassador  appointed  by  the  Nine  as  their 
spokesman was able ~to speak only tw:ice on behalf on the Nine. 
(When I  say  'speak'  I  do  not mean explanations  of vote but 
general statements in debate.) In 1974 he was able to do so on 
twelve occasions, and  ~last year he did so thirty times. Now there 
is undoubtedly 1a  very  g,reat  deal  to  he done  in  the  field  of 
improving the ~coordination of the nine foreign policies.  Ther~e 
have been various  incidents  which have displayed the  impo-
tence of the Nine,  there  have  been  various  ineidents  in  the 
recent past which can only be· described as  being humiliating 
for the Nine, .and there is undoubtedly scope £or rapid improve-
ment; but I think it would be misleading tn giv:e the :i1mpre:ssion 
that 1the way  ~to approach this is to bring 1the Counciil of Europe 
into closer coordination with the Nine for the development of 
specific foreign policies : I  think that this would J.ead  to  n:·ore 
problems than in would solve. 
For what concerns us both in 1 the futur.e,  I have no doubt 
that, as many other speakers have said, one of the most pressing 
problems for  all of us  Europeans is  our Iong-term attitude to 
the aspirations  of the developing .countries.  I  think  this  is  a 
matter  which  is  of  equal  importance  1 to  the  Nine  and  the 
Eighteen, of equal importance ·for all of us Europeans, because 
it is  really mor~ a question of attitude t!han of the development 
of :specifi<C policies. I  think that we in Europe, with our highly-
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agree  with  M,r  P,rescott--,a  provocation to the masses  in the 
develo!Ping  countries,  are  oblig,ed  to  adopt  an  attitude  of 
readiness to adapt oursellves  to  t~he demands of the developing 
countries.  Now  I  do  not know what latest manoeuvres  there 
may have been in the question of the Law of the Sea,  but in 
so  £ar as Mr p,I,escott was giving :the impression that the Com-
munity  wa:s  charactJeris;tically  and  continuously  unyielding  in 
the face  of 1!he  demands of the developing countdes, I  would 
suggest that this is  not a fair and complete picture. If you take 
into account what was  achieved under :the  Lome Convention, 
if you  ta~e into  account  the  generalized preference  s~cheme, 
which Si:r  Geoffrey de Freitas himself rtoday  described as one 
of  the  most  enlightened  of  such  schemes,  if not  the  most 
enlightened, in operation in the world at this tim1e,  if yoru  take 
into account the volume of aid giVien under the .food-aid scheme, 
for  example-if you take into account these factors  and many 
others, you cannot arrive at the conclus.ion that the Community 
is  'characteristically unyidding and uninterested' in the future 
of developing countries.  That is  not,  of course,  to say t!hat  a 
great deal more does not remain to be done : it certainly does, 
and thefle  may be many mor.e  sacrifices ,to  come, but we :shall 
com~e on  rto  that  when  we discuss  the  North-South  dialogue 
Ia  ter in the week. 
A fu11ther  point on which we----;that is 'to  say, the Nine and 
the  Council  of Europe--.can act  together  indeed,  where the 
Council  of Europe has already made a  contribution of quite 
inestimable value-is the Held of human right:s.  I  think we in 
rthe  Nine have to recognize the :special position rand  experience 
of the Council of Europe in  this  field,  which  is  particularly 
topical now with Helsinki, the  g~reat interest in Basket Three 
anJd  the quite widesp.read dissatisfaction with how it has been 
implremented, :and the run-up to Belgrade next yerar.  I ·think ,that 
what the  Council of Europe may have ;to  say  in  this  matter 
between  now  and  then  and  what  they  provide  by  way  of 
monitoring  is  something  that  the  members  of the  European 
Parliament ·should pay some attention to and should Jook  out 
for.  Similarly, I ,think that what the Coundl of Euo,pe has done 
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teet ~nd appreciate our common herita~e. Each of us, the Com-
mun~ty,  !and  the .·~o:u~cil  of  Europe, if we  ar.e  ·to  discharge 
Europe s respons'lbil:uhes,  must concentrate on what each of us 
does.hest. As  Mr Vedovato himself says in his Teport, the Com-
~un:~:ty .and the  Council of Europe are  complementary.  That 
IS  how It should be, and that is what we must maintain. 
(Applause) 
Chairman. - I call Mr Mattick. 
Mr  Mattick.  ~  (D)  Mr Chairman,  ladies and gentlemen, 
the  time-limit  obliges  us  to  deal  with  specific  problems  and 
not, 1as  one might have wished, ,to  ma~e  comments of a  genelfal 
nature  about  the  present situation  in the  Community.  I  am 
grateful .for  the  introduction provided  for  us  by :the  repor,ts, 
but wish to  point  out one thing.  I  have  the  feeling  that,  in 
r·egard ~to certain problems, we still have not made up our m.inds 
to refrain £rom  beating about the bush. I am· thinking particu-
larly ,about South Aflfica. 
Bas<ically,  what  we  are  witnessing  in  South  Africa  are 
rearguard actions of 1las1t  century's dass war. The fact that the 
opponents ar·e  white and oo1oured is of no decisive importance. 
What is of decisive importance is  that a  ·section of the popu-
lation, which has emerged as  the ,ruling dass, is  not prepared 
to give up the privileges a:r,rogated in the process for the benefit 
of humanity. 
In  my  view,  ladies  mvd  gentlemen,  this  m~eeting should 
make  it dear :that  all  Europeans  are  wholtly  unirbed  on  this 
matter, and will be united in action also. Dr Kissinger's efforts, 
li~e many others, will  £ail  as  long .as  the white rlllHng  c1as·stes 
can go on .counting on the disunity of the industrialized :nations, 
and so feel protected against total isolation. 
Let us be quite  dear  about  ~this: if we  do  not  do  our 
utmost to ensure that the South African civil  war is  brought 
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Angola develops, .for  which we shall once ag,ain have to .cur·se 
the Communists. I  think i>t  :is  our duty ·to see ,to  .it  that such a 
situation cannot arise. If  the oppressed masses in those .countries 
try ~to obtain help from another qualiber,  we shall have no one 
to blame but ourselves.  I  ~appe,al ·to  this assembly not >to  rtreat 
,this matte~ as one of secondary importance, and not to disreg,ard 
i>t,  becaus'e it is  a  crucial question .and· one which con£rorrts  us 
with special difficulties. A united hont is  called for here. It is 
not  jus
1t  moral  pronouncements  we  need,  but  also  practica:I 
measures to stop whatever support is  still being given to such 
systems. 
A second remark: a  further £aot  that will be held against 
us in future years is  that we were not able to cope effectively 
with burning issues,  even on our own home ground. Now, you 
will probably .retort that these are largely national issues.  Her,e 
I am thinking particularuy of Ireland, and especially of Cyptrus. 
A  colleague said som,ething about this.  I  would Hke  to appeal 
,to  this  assembly. I  would  lil(!e  to  say  that  between the  two 
eLections, ,after the election in the Turkish sector and before the 
one in the Greek sector, I spent a week in Cyprus exptloidng aU 
the possibilities in an e'Ho~,t to find a  basis for discussion, and 
my experience was this : ~the two sides on the island of Cyprus 
have failed  to  find  any way of coming together. The Turkish 
and the Greek governments are at a loss  to know-and here I 
am being as objective as it is  possibl~e to be-how to get out of 
the impasse.  On  ~he other hand, they do not want any inter-
ference.  But if one .regards Europe and Western Europe and 
the  EEC,  including  the  countries  which,  although  not  yet 
members of th'e  EEC, nevertheless £eel  that :they belong to it, 
as one family, then one must accept that •fam:i,Iy',s  endeavours to 
help those of its members who are sick. 
But if, ,after  the  United  Nations  General  Assembly,  the 
Turkish :sector is  actually transformed into a  separ,ate Turkish-
Cypriot State--,and ,there is  something in the wind,  although 
the Turkish Government still does not ;take  the same v:iew  in 
the m,atf:er ·as  M1r Denktash-then you must  ,reali~e that, because 
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a  State is  bound to  lead to  continuing escalation,  which will 
cause us  unending difficulties. We shall always he blamed for 
our £ailur·e to secure peace w:ithin our own £amily circLe,  to take 
sensible .measures •to restor·e peace :to :this p.art of Europe. 
But then :the  question ,arises  again: when wiH  matters go 
so far that the Communists support Makarios, with the majority 
that he now has ? When will the Communists, seeing everyone 
els.e  hold hack,  step  in and provoke  some new development, 
for  whieh  we  shaJll  once  again  blame  Bolshevism  or  Com-
munism  generally? We must see to it ,th,at  'these  matters  ar'e 
settled, and for .this we should be mo11e 1active than in the past. 
There is a third rema,rk I would like to make: I  share the 
view that we should prepare ours,e:Jves  for the Belgrade Confe-
rence and ensure that it takes the form of a parliamentary con-
£erence  once again,  f.o.r  discussion  among ,parliamentai1ian:s  i:s 
f,ranroer  and £reer than among the officials who will be .meeting 
there beforehand. 
Chairman.  - I  call Mr Berkhouwer. 
Mr  Berkhouwer.  - (NL)  Mr President, may I  make just 
a few brief comments ? It is good to .find that as Europeans we 
do :in  fact count for  something in the world. Sometimes, in our 
travels around 'the  world,  we discover that other people have 
a better opinion of us than we do of ourselves. 
And  we  in  Europe  ar•e  frequently  unaware  that  the 
situation has  changed ·drastically over the .1as1t  few years.  The 
European nation States  which once ruled over 'large ,areas  of 
the  globe  now  find  themselves  in  a  situation of inte:Ddepen-
dence. T!he  era of more important and Jess  important States in 
Europe has gone for  ~ever. In Europe we .can no longex get by 
with dual or triple aXJes.  And there .can be no question of our 
Community  consisting  of  four  'large  and  five  smal:l  States. 
Meetings  Hke  the  Pue11to  Rico  and  RambouiUet  conferences 
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In this situation, where our countries are now in partner-
ship and  dependent upon  each  other,  I  wou1d  Hke  to  ag:rere 
with Lord He.ay  and :impJ.ies:s  upon Mr P,resco;tt  that  ~responsi­
bility is a  •two-edged sword. We have our respons1ibilities,  but 
the Th:Urd  Wodd too has its own responsibilities, and H wants 
us  to recognize these responsibilities.  We can no  longer play 
the tutor to th·em. They want .to be treated as equals. 
Let me now move on rbo  the broader horizon about which 
Sir  Chris•topher  Soames has written a  very inte11esting  article. 
We cou1d depict  the  present  state  of  woflld  poli.tics  by  two 
ovedapping triangles,  one,  in ·terms of purely political power, 
consis.ting  of  China,  Russia and  America,  and  th.e  other,  in 
•term-s of economic power, of America, Japan and Europe. Well 
then, in the ·Light  of the broader horizon to which Sir Geoffrey 
also -referred, should we not gradually be coming round to the 
possibility .that all the free  industrialized countries of Europe 
with a :form of government based on parliamentary democracy, 
together  with  countries  such  as  the  USA,  Canada,  A'll:str.alia, 
New ZeaLand .and possibly even I.ran,  might begin ,a  dialogue 
with the .rest of  the  world,  :in  a  spirit  not  of  conflict  but  of 
candour? 
It so happens that this year marks rthe  1500th anniveTsary 
of  the  fCllll  of  the  first  European  organization-the  Roman 
Empire-in A.D.  476.  But what is  the  present state of civil 
Europe ?  That  term  means  a  lot  to  me.  A  civil  Eurrope 
endeavouring to play a ,role on the world stage through peacefu:l 
rpersuasion,  just as  the Community has  acted in the  Mediter-
ranean basin.  Is  1it  not high  time  that we,  starting .from·  ·this 
ideal, s1topped  giving in to the terror tactics harassing Eu:rope's 
airspace?  That we  stopped  simply  paying  lip service?  We 
have always been opposed to ter,roriSJm, and .it is high time we 
,s:tarte:d  taking scAne?rt·eat?<cti0!l· against  ~it.  That is why  I  am 
delighted that the Council of Europe has ,recently been working 
on a  convention in this  area.  That i:s  why I  am ,a:lso  pleased 
that last weekend, meeting .in  my ooruntry,  the mini:s,ter~s of the 
nine  M·emb~r States discussed this very ma:tter. It was decided 
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United  Nations.  But  at  the  United  Nations  ;there  are 
150 countries, :som·e  with a  population of 200 000, others with 
200  million,  a11  having  nominally  the  same  rights.  And some 
of these countries openly support the .terrorists. For this reason, 
taking oivil Europe as my starting point, I will e~press thre hope 
of each and •every  one of us  that, if the next United Nations 
General  Assembly  oomes  up  with  no  s.atisf.actory  result,  the 
free  European  democracies,  some  18,  19  or  more  countries, 
:should join  £or~oes with othecr.- H~e-minded countr.ies with which 
they have economic rdations to work out a  chaT.ter for the free 
nations operating oivil airHnes.  Within ·such a  framework,  we 
may perhaps  sucoeed  in rooting out this  air piracy which  is 
becoming increasingly intoler,able. 
(Applause) 
Chairman.- I call Mr Spicer. 
Mr Spicer.- Mr President, it is  perhaps a happy coi~ 
dence that I should follow my .friend, Mr Betrkhouwer, because 
I  wish to refer in large measure to one thing that he touched 
upon at the end of his speech. 
In his opening .address to us, Sir Geoffrey de Freitas talked 
about our responsibilities.  I  woU!ld  agree with him; we hav·e 
tremendous  responsibilities.  We  have  .responsibilities  to  the 
worild,  we have responsibilities to our own citizens in Europe, 
and we  also  have  responsibilities  .to  the dtizens  of ·the  free 
world, mtd I put it in that order. I would like to deal with our 
responsibilities today to the .citizens of Europe and the dtizens 
of  the  free  world,  particularly  in :the  light  of  international 
terrorism. 
Over the  last  twenty {)T  twen:ty-.fiv·e  years  we have seen 
the .appalling growth of terrorism, and no one can deny that it 
will  go  on growing  in  the year:s  ,ahead.  And,  of .cour.se,  that 
terrorism  Lis  always directed against the democratic  countries 
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against  Russia  or  China,  or other  countries  behind  the  Iron 
Curtain, hecaus·e there :such things could not happen. 
In .my  view, therefore, it is  quite impossible for us to look 
any more to the  U n:i:ted  Nations  to  ~solve  this  problem.  Only 
last week Dr Waldheim w,as  saying we mu:st have a dr.a£t treaty 
on ~this within the United Nations. That has been said for the 
last 20 years.  It will never come about, we  ~shall never see it, 
many of· the people within rtha:t  organization do not wish to 
see it, because they live outside the law  themselves. What we are 
le'ft  with  now  is  a  situation  in  which,  unless  we  take  action 
within a European context wi,th other people ·in the free world, 
nothing will be done. 
I  believe  a  draft  treaty  is  now  being  put  before  the 
Memher States of the Council of Europe, largely on the initia-
tive of the West German Government and with the support df 
France. That treaty ·is  due rto  be initiaHed, we hope, at the end 
df this ~month. AU  I am saying today is,  do we in this assembly, 
and  do  we  in  Europe-the  wider  Europe-give our  fullest 
possible support to that ? 
I  would  like  to  ask  our  own  Community  one  or  two 
questions.  Do we in the Community support ,thi,s  initiative or 
ar·e  we doing our own thing quHJe  separaJtrely ? ShaH  we have, 
when this meeting takes place, an observer present 
1in any shape 
or form  to  observe  exactly  what  is  happening  from  a  Com-
munity point of view ? Are we coordinating our activities wirth 
the  Council  of  Europe,  with  the  European  Community  and 
with the N a:to alliance ? I very much doubt it. 
Ali  I  would say is that if we are not doing that now H is 
high rtime  tha:t  we did do it, because time is  £ast running out. 
I  hope  and. pray. that. ·t.brat  draft  con\liention  treaty  wiH  be 
inH:i:alJerd ; ·it wiif  b~ a fir.st;ste,p tow,af,?s'a ::wider  ~greem:eii't  1J1~0 
which we can draw Canada, the U:Uited  St,ftt~:s~and oth·er mem~ 
bers of the .free world. That iis  what we want. If  that is not the 
intention, if it is  not done now, then for heaven's ·sake  may I 
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that we  within Europe  should  oom~e together immediately to 
deal with rthis  threat to our way 0
1f li£e,  which grows week by 
week, month by month and year by year. 
(Applause) 
Chairman.- I call Mr Aano. 
Mr Aano.- First of all I would like to reiterate the words 
of Sir Christopher Soames on the importance of the meeting of 
the two assem·blies. 
Coming .from a country which is not a member of 1the EEC, 
I personally feel great gratitude .for the opportunity of holding 
a  meeting once a  year between the two assemblies, .the  Nine 
members of the EEC and the eighteen ,member;s of the Council 
of Europe, which we hope will soon be increased to nineteen. 
I  would .like .to  say a  special woitd .of 1thanks  to our colleagues 
in  ~the Council of Europe who oome from countries that are also 
members of the Community. 
They have shown a £u11 understanding of the wider Europe 
and helped to  dispel  t1he  impression that, when people speak 
about Europe, they mean the Europe of  ~the Nine only. I would 
liwe to say a word of .thanks to them for 1their constant reminders 
to their colleagues that Europe is  more than the Europe oif  the 
Nine.  Democratic  Europe  is  now  a  Community  of  nineteen 
nations tha:t  need to .cooperate with each other. There are vast 
areas  of .common .interes:t:s  and problems.  Democratic Europe 
is 'larger and mus·t work together to teS'tify to its belief in oom-:-
mon  democratic  ideals,  in  a  world  where  democratic  values 
are only upheld by an obvious minor.:iJty.  We need each other 
because of the common European problems that mustbe solved 
in a wider context than that of the nine ~EEC  member countries. 
Secondly,  I  want  to  stress  the importance of ithe  issue 
r.a:ised this morning. I am in .full ag1reement with M:r Vedovato's 
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Freitas. I  am very sorry I have not had an opportunity to read 
his r~por.t, which I only s.aw this mmming. 
I am convinced that Europe is  at an important ~cros·sroads 
at the moment. The problem of a  better and more just 'distri-
bution of wealth in general, and o'f  food  in particular, will,  I 
am convinced, be the paramount political issue for the rest otf 
this century. This  was  also  underHned  'm  the  report  by  the 
For·eign Affairs  Committee of the  Norwegian Stor,ting  of this 
spring. 
This means that we must accept in principle the idea of a 
new economic wodd Olider.  And I :say that as  a .convinced non-
socialist.  Our  society  is  founded  on  the  principle  that  the 
goVlerning authonities must intervene regularly in 1the  economy 
to ·eHeot tr,ansfers  of  income,  so  as  to  ensure  that  everyone 
receives  a  reasonable and acceptable :share  in affluence  and 
growth. This, we ·think, should rulso be done at the mtei:national 
1eve1,  Wiith 'the aim of reaching a 11ational :sys1tem· of .cooperation 
1 
which .can  contribute to  a  more equitable distribution of rthe 
riches of 'the world community. In this connection, it .is  a:s  well 
to  ,]}emember  that a  society  burdened  with  g,D~at social  and 
economic  inequalities  lis  an UJns,tab1e  and unsafe society,  and 
that similarly,  1a  wodd where great inequalities exist between 
the nations  is  an unsafe wodd.  This,  in  turn,  means that we 
must work <1Jo  achieve a  greater public ,acceptance of a  slower 
pace in the .imp.rovem·ent  ·of  our own standards of :living  for 
the benefit of people who 1ack  even the mos.t  basic matexial 
necessities .for  1atn  ex:is·tence  comm•ensurate w.ith human di,gnity. 
This  willingness  to  slow down our own desire ~or more and 
more Wias underlined by the Secr•etary  ... Gener,al of OECD, Emll<e 
van Lennep, lin  his  very  serious  speech :to  the Parliamentary 
Assembly of ,the Council of Europe la:s't October. He wondered, 
in rather gloomy  terms,  whether we have many years  :ahead 
when we shall ·sti11 have any ·£reedom of ,choice. 
In  closing,  .Mr  Chairman,  allow  me  to  quote  £rom  'the 
Norwegian  Government's  report  to  the  Starting  of  197  4-75, 
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Norway  finds  herself  today  among the ,richest  countries 
in the world. We are reaping many of the benefits of an econ-
omic system which has made iits mark on the relations betwe;en 
the 1rich and poor nations. At the same Hme, our people firmly 
adhere to .such fundamental precepts of human v,alues  as  the 
Chris,tian  philosophy  of  universal  brotherhood  and  a  general 
feeling of solidarity between .ail human beings. Guided by such 
fundamental precepts,  we  are  in  duty  borund  to accept  our 
shar·e of the burdelll in seeking a  more equitable ,intemational 
distribution of  wealth.  The political  parties in  Norway  have 
a1l  given their ·support to the objective of evening out the exist-
ing  disparity between the dch and t'he  poor countries of this 
world.  Through  its  reso1utions  .concerning  Norway's  coope-
r.aJtion with the developing .countries, the Starting has I,aid down 
that Norway should  strive  towards  a  more  just  and  a  more 
Iiationa:l  world, with equal opportunities for  all nations as wetll 
as for all human beings. 
The will of our parliamentary democracies to stand up to 
this challenge may prove .the decisive test case for its ability to 
adjrus,t  to  new  political  necessities.  Indeed,  if our  form  of 
government, based on the loifty :ideals of democracy, is to have 
a .chance of survival in the global battle between political ideo-
logies,  we  muSit  have  mor.e  ;to  offer  our different ·e;lectorates 
than ,competition between parties and ,pol:i:tidans  who promise 
perpetual .alllnual increases of 3 to 5 °/o  in net annual ,per capita 
income  regardless  of  the  state  of  the  starving  world  outside 
the borders of a wealthy Europe. 
(Applause) 
Chairman.  - I  shall now call three speakers from  coun-
tries which have not yet spo~en, and then ,resume the order in 
the list of speakers. 
Mr Frangos. - (F) I  should like first of all to pay tribute 
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Af£airs Committee, for the very interesting report which he has 
submitted  on  European  responsibiHties  in  the  world.  The 
subject is  a  very wide  one, as he himself has ,pointed  out as 
rap,por1teur  to  this  joint  meeting  of  the  two  A,s,semblies.  To 
attempt to deal with every asiP'eot and every impHaation would 
be· ambitious and perhaps incondus:ive.  Nevertheless, the £act 
that the problem  has  been  :raised  in  this  Chamber,  in  the 
presence  of  the leading and  bes:t-qua1ified  .representatives of 
the peoples of democratic Europe, is of considerable importance 
for .future policies in this sphere. 
Europe is at present endeavouring, ,through various  types 
of  organi~ation,  to  establish her  identity.  The  work  of  inte-
gration  is  proceeding  at  two  diffeflent,  but  complementary 
rhy,thms  among  the  Nine  and  the  Eighteen.  However,  as 
Mr Tindemans :states in his ,r,e,por.t, as .long as no single deei,sion-
making ~centre i,s  created and no ,common policy is worked out 
and systematically applied, Europe's ability to speak with one 
voice win remain a pious hope. Europe mus't asse['lt hm identity. 
There is only one w.ay  ~to that goal : 1the  democratic way. The 
European elections by direct universal suffrage scheduled for 
1978 wHl  no doubt be a  very important step :in .this  direction. 
For  that  reason,  we  believe  that  one  of  Europe's  foremost 
responsibilities  is  to prepare  for  and ·to  ho1d  ~those elections. 
This is something which Europe owes to herself, 'for she cannot 
fulfil  her mi,ssion  in the  world or assume her responsibihties 
in  the  wider  sphere  of East-West  and  North-South  relations 
without having achieved the necessary degree of organization 
and democratization. 
Before  embarking  upon  practical  ~action,  she  must  take 
constant 1action 1to strengthen her :institutions by adapting them 
to present-day social and economic conditions. Such an achieve-
ment  is  fundamental  to  European  union  and  ·to  Europe's 
political and legal identity. 
The 1r:apporteur very rightly mentioned the Mediterranean 
as  being one of Europe's for,emost  IlesponsihiHties.  We are ;in 
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share  his  opinion on Greece,  that that country,  having been 
freed from dictatorship two years ago, is anXJious  -to arm herself 
against those  of her citizens  who still favour an authoritarian 
regime. For that reason Greece, by ttaking  a decisive step for-
ward in her relations  with Eur.o,pe,  hopes  to  acquire  greater 
freedom of manoeuvre in regard to the United States and above 
a11  to bar the way onoe and for  all to those who hanker after 
the former r·e~im,e. 
We  have  some  difficulty,  however,  .in  sharing  the  rap-
porteur's view wi1th  regafld  to Turkey.  When r·eferring  to  the 
European policy towards that oounJtry,  M:r  Vedovato rsays  that 
she must not be psychologically obliged to a:baudon her desiJre 
to consolidate and broaden special,r·elations with the European 
Community and, through it, with the West. To our knowledge, 
that has never been rthe  cas.e: despite her geographical position 
and the-sha11 I  say-volicy which 1she  ihas  pursued for  some 
years with re~ard to the Western wodd, Turkey has benefited 
from  subs.taJntial  privileges  in the European Community.  The 
extension of the Community's Mediterranean policy has brought 
no  changes  in the  a,pplioation  of  1th·e  Community's  Treaty of 
Association with Turkey. On the other hand, in her aggressive 
policy towaf\ds Greece, pursued i:n  violation of the principles of 
international  law,  Turkey  is  trying  to  impede  our  country's 
relations  with the Community alll!d  to  posrtpone  our accession 
to it.  This has upset the balance and caused tension which is 
threatening the peace and stability of the region. 
It is  ·also  difficult for us to  ~agree with rthe  rapporteur on 
the  need for  a  .more  definite  European rComm:itmrent  towa~ds 
Turkey,  for  ~he supposition that Turkey is  on the point of a 
diplomatic change of f.ron't  irs  quite unrealisHc. 
Finally, we subscr:i!be wholeheartedly rto  .a11 that M:r  Vedo-
vato has said in his Teport in 1Criticisrm o1f  the European attitude 
towards  Cyprus.  He  writes :  '...  ~democratic  EuTope  as  rep-
r·esented  by  the Council  of  EuliOjpe  rean  but .acknowledge  its 
powerlessness to help 
1thirs  Member State which is  being ;re111t 
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And  asks :  'Where is  there 1any  sign of solidarity on the 
par.t of Europe? Surely Europe, with its great tradition, should 
have come forward ,and tried, as a  first step, ,to bdng about a 
just and :lasting peace by laying the Joundations  of equitable 
social  and  economic  conditions  for  the  island's popu'lation  as 
a  whole?' 
To oonclude, we belieVIe  that ,a  jus~t and impa!itial assess-
ment of the situation in the Mediterranean region, accompanied 
by action ,commensurate with developments, is one of Europe's 
paramount responsibilities and is bound up with her willingness 
to assert her ,identity in the wodd. 
(Applause) 
Chairman. - I call Mr Cifarelli. 
Mr  Cifarelli. - (I)  Mr President, according to  a  French 
statesman hypocrisy  i~s  the ,tribute paid by vice to virtue, and 
'there is hypocrisy in the very title of this colloquy, which speaks 
of  'European  responsibilities'  ,r,ather  than  'Europe's  responsi-
bilities'.  How  can  something  which  does  not  exist  assume 
responsibilities, something that is,  which  ~exists on:Iy  in words, 
only in a  g:reat tradition of civilization and in two organiz,ations 
each o1f which seeks to keep and increase its own field of action 
as against the other's, but which does not exisit  as a  rpolitioal 
entity ca,p.able of asserting itself ? 
Mr  President,  I,adies  and  gentlemen,  we  have  read/ and 
heard so many com'ments on the deatih of Mao. For my part I 
haVIe  made one single ,comment, whidh I  should .like to repeat 
here-name:ly, that Mao and, through him, China have said to 
us,  'Unite, you Europeans, if you want to preserve your inde-
pendence and contribute  to  world peace !'  That warning has 
,acquired particular signi£ioance  in  these .last  few  days,  when 
, we  have  no  idea  where  ,the  future  of  China  will  lie :  in 
tripolarity,  in intestine struggles or in the pursuit of .a  great 
policy to make that country one of ;the  pillars of world equi-
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ments between the USSR  and Amerioa--;on this  I  agree with 
Lord Gladwyn-is becoming increasingly serious  and dam..ger-
ous.  And while we are talking,  rtwo  dangers are taking shape 
1:iJn ,the wodd : Tito has been declared seriously ill, and senectus 
ipsa  morbum  est-Tito  is  84  years  old-and  Ceau~escu,  a 
young and shrewd mran,  has suddenly drawn closer to Moscow. 
That must  mean  something  for  us  Europeans;  we  have 
more  urgent  things  to do  than to discourse eternally  on  our 
relations  with  the Third World.  Of 100urse  we  welcome such 
relations.  I  agree  wiJth  Mr Berkhouwer that they must entail 
rights and duties on both  ~s:ides,  but iJn  our re.lations  with :the 
Third World we Europeans must give of our dvilization, whiCh 
means  heLping  the  hungry  and  those  who  .need  vocational 
tr1aining, but  we  must  not  se11  arms  'to  all  and  sundry.  On 
v,arious ,pretexts we in Europe are rth~e largest suppliers of arms 
to rt!he  Third World, and that is a  blatant display of irresponsi-
bility on Europe's part for which we must blush hefore history. 
Also  while  we  are  talking,  M,r  Pres1i:dent,  discussions  .are 
going on about rthe  sale  oif  gold  but,  a:las,  'this is  not  just an 
International Monetary Fund debaJte.  We ,i:n  our Assembly-! 
aJm speaking of the European Parliament, but I believe it is  th~e 
s,ame  everywhere-talk  r~egu1arly about  the  ractivities  of  the 
mnltinational  companies  (which .are  a  modern  per~sonification 
of  ~the  Dev:il :  just as  in the  Mddd1e  Ages  e~orcism was  used 
against the Devil's evil doings, so today we should act against 
the multinationals).  But we do not realiz,e  that behind  thos~e 
sal,es o'f gold stands the dollar, which practieally excludes other 
forms of international pay;ments, reduces ~the possibility of using 
gold and is ;thus  confirmed ~in its position as 'the only means of 
payment for international t11ansactions. 
I  am not agrainst  ,fue  United States-a democrat  cannot 
be--but I  ,remember  what has  been said  by an enlightened 
man who is now at the helm in Greece, I mean 'Mr Karamanlis : 
'Small .countries  that have  a  great Jriend who  is,  however,  a 
Sl.llper-power  ~either uni:te  or inevitably 'become v;assals  of that 
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But  thes·e  are  matters  we  should  consider  amongst 
ourselves if we do not want yet 'a§ain <to  itndulge in empty italk. 
We must ask ourselves what is  1the  fUJnctinn  of the European 
Parliament-and hence  of the Nine-and what is  the role of 
the Council of Europe--and so  rthe  Nineteen. In my view, the 
European  Parliament  should  go  forward  with  ,the  utmos,t 
urgency a!lld decisively, but with real decis1ion,  not just words, 
orders of business and motions, to adv:anoe political ulliion, using 
the  Tindemans  report  and  going  beyond  it.  Barricades  are 
erected in Europe for the most absurd and stupid r~easons, blllt 
th·ey  are  not  put  up  ,to  protect  the .life  and  liberty  of  OW" 
children. That is a cause for tremendous sadnes·s. 
With regard to  the Council of Europe, which after all is 
Europe looked at from  another angle, it is ,dear rthat  we ID!eed 
to recognize  all  the  very  .important  things  it has  done--for 
example in the whole field of fundamental,rights, ·culture and 
protection  of the env.konment and of our  heri,tage  fcr:om  the 
past----,and  we  must draw 1attention  to  one fUJnction  which  it 
can per£orm, that of constituting a meeting-point where Europe 
can  becom•e  European.  For  while  we  are  faced  with  1the 
unknown  quantities  of  Yugoslavia  after  T1ito's  death  and 
rdations in the M·editenanean---though we well undecr:s,tJand the 
difficulties of SpaiJn,and Por,tugal-while we have the pxoblems 
of Cyprus,  and above all 1the  prohlems of the Arab .countries, 
we must 11emember that the smell of oil distorts our decisions. 
Above all, 1et us  not forget that these rmatte:rs  are determined 
by  ~the ,competition  between  the  two  super-powers, and  d:t  is 
useless  for us to  step in when Russia is  behind one producer-
country  and  Amedca  beh:iJnd  another.  While  we have  these 
problems  to  face,  in Eastern Europe .there are ,also  extremely 
giiave  p:mblems :  not  on:ly  C:z;echos1ovakia,  but  Poland  and 
Hungary as well. 
Mr  Chairman,  I  will  not  indulge  in  lengthy  forecasts, 
indeed I have finished, but I would say that we can rely o:n the 
wisdom of the Council of Europe to perform ,th,e  function of a 
forum  for  increasing  agreement,  a  meeting-pl~we making  for 
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to a Europe that is not completely 'mature, that does not even 
exist yet, but which is neverthdess our democratic and highly-
aivili:zjed  Europe within whkh they may claim their own inde-
pendence, their own freedom and their own significance in the 
life of the wodd. 
(Applause) 
Chairman. - I call Mr Hofer. 
Mr Hofer.- {D)  Mr Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, I 
wish  to  thank  the  Chairman  '£or  intery1 ening  to  restore  the 
balance as  far  as  the  nationalities  of  .ijlce  speakers  are  con-
cerned ; foa.- a time one might have thought that this debate was 
taking  pl,aoe  in  the  British  House  of  Commons,  although 
natura:lly  we  are ,all  of  us  wi11ing  to  learn  from  our  British 
colleagues. 
I  propose  to  present the views  of a  small  neutral State, 
with reg,ard 1to  the problems :raised, but would emphasize that 
I have no 'mandate to speak on behalf of the  other neutral States  . 
.  In ·recent years the question of neutrality has been discus-
sed a great deal in the European institutions. In the sixties, neu-
'tra1ity was widely held to be an anachronis1m. Today, I am glad 
to  say,  the  situation  has  .changed  and  neutrality  is  again 
reoogni:zjed as a  constructive attitude &n  foreivn policv. This is 
borne out, for ·exwmpl·e, by the treaties which the EEC has .con-
cluded with neutr,al States ; but the Helsinki Conference, too, 
referred to neutrality as a factor for European stability. 
Neutrality ,is  in no way synonymous with passivity, ladies 
and gentlemen.  The reports  mention the noteworthy pol11tieal 
initiatives  taken  by  the  Austrian  Federal Chancellor.  W.e  in 
Switzerland are perhaps somewhat mor•e reticent in this respect, 
but even we are  fully  aware  that the  fate  of  our oountry  is 
closely  bound up with that of Europe.  Even though Switzer-
lll,ndis not a member of the European Com·munity, its eeonomy 
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welcome :all  initiatives designed to  strengthen the position of 
Europe in the world.  FurtheTmor,e,  we too welcrnne the idea, 
expressed here several times, that democracies tthroughout :the 
whole world should close their :ranks, fo["  despite our neutrality 
we  consider  ourselves  as  belonging  to  the  drde  of  parLia-
mentary democracies. 
Just as  Switzerland and the other neutrals could not sur-
vive without the freedom .and prosperity of Europe as a  whole, 
:i!t  is difficult .to  see how the democr.ades of Europe could sur-
vive  without  ~the  USA.  In his  r~eport,  Sir  Geoffrey de Freitas 
says that Europe's power lies not in the arts of war but in the 
arts of peace. These are fine words but, hdies and gentlemen~ 
they do not ,a1ter ·the fact 'that we continue as before to live in 
a  worlid  bristling wit!h  weapons,  and the countries  of Europe 
are  quite  o.leariy  in  no  position  to  de'£end  themselves.  The 
cynical remark that Stalin once made to OhurchiH, 'How rmany 
divis,ions does  ~the Pope have ?'  still has some relevance. Even 
tJOday, security cannot be built on treaties or on words. 
Also,  ladies  and  gentlemen,  I  cannot  rid  myseH  of  the 
suspicion,  even  in  the  histor,ical  perspective,  that  European 
security is a false issue, a red herring which ,certain people have 
de:tiberately thrown into the discussion, £or  European security 
is naturally an integral part of wodd;security. We saw this ag,ain 
in the case of Angola. Angola is outside d1e sphere of the CSCE, 
we were told ; however, it is  quite clear that these and simHar 
events also endanger European security. 
Our eountry has the honour of taking part in 'the  North-
South dialogue and actively cooperating in the ,construction of 
a new world economic oTder. 
Let ,me  conclude  by ,commenting  on  what  Sir  Geoffrey 
de Freitas said about Switzerland-namely, that it is  one of the 
riche,st  countries  but  is  among  the  last  when  it  comes  to 
, development aid. There is  no denying this, unfortunately, and 
it is a  cause  of concern to  us ; but, ladies and gentlemen,  in 
a  direct democracy, which in other respects has earned world-wide  repute,  the  goodwill of  the  government and parHament 
is  not enough if the people in the end say no.  Remember that 
the Swiss  wer·e  the only nation able to vote on whether they 
wished to give deve.lopment aid or not. In some European p~ess 
commentaries,  it was stated that similar referendums  in other 
European  oountrd,es  might  perhaps  have  produced  similar 
results.  Switzerland was  also  the only country where the men 
were as~ed  to  decide  whether  women  should  he  given  the 
right  rto  vote~and that  is  surely  sufficient  to  explain  why 
women's  suffrage  was  somewhat  later  in  being  introduced 
there than else~Where. 
However,  the main reason,  ladies  anrd  gentlemen,  i·s  mis-
trust vis-a-vis the international organizations ;  and here I  wish 
to emphasize what both rapporteurs have said : the dep1o:mb1e 
state of the United  Nations  is  to bLame  ·£nr  ~the deter1ioration 
of public confidence in the international organizations. 
Let me  say,  to  sum  up,  that we  weloome  Hll  European 
initiatives  designed  to  increase  Eu~ope's  influence  in  world 
affairs,  and for  that reasorn,  we ~als,o  weloome particularly 1the 
cooperation  between  the  two  European  parliamentary  insti-
tutions today 
1in this assembly; I believe it to be one of the most 
important ways  of  giving  Europe's  voice  a  wider hearing  in 
the world. 
(Applause) 
Chairman. - I call Lord Walston. 
Lord  Walston.  - Mr Chairman,  Sir  Geoffrey de Freitas 
told  us,  quite  rightly,  that  the  worlid  is  increasingly  inter-
dependent  ~and that  Europe  must play  ,aJn  increas:ing  role  in 
wor1d  affairs.  Those  words  brought  to  my  mind  a  story  of 
Ernest  Bev,in  when he was  Foreign Secretary  some  30  years 
ago.  He  sent  for  1a  group  of  young  international  'll!ewpape[' 
correspondents  and  he  said  to  them:  'Gentlemen,  I  have 
been thinking.  I  have been thinking about Afriaa.  It's  a  hell 
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of  people  live  there,  I  don'1t  wnow  how  many  hundreds  of 
thousands of square miles it .covers, but I do know that before 
very long it is  going to play a  vital role in world affairs.' He 
went on : '·I  am too old now and I  am too busy wrth all these 
European ,conntries, with .Russia,  with the United Sta:tes,  with 
Germany, with dis,a:rmament  and .things  of that kind, but you 
are young men.  I  want yrou  .to  think about Afr;ica,  gentlemen, 
because it is going to be very important'. 
How  right  he  was,  Mr  Chairman !  l;t  certainly  is  very 
important now,  and what is  happening rther·e  at the moment 
must make even those who are most doubtful about it realize 
the  truth  of  those  remarks.  Now,  I  am  foremost  in  wishing 
Dr Kissinger weH on his expedition to SoUithern Africa and in 
what he is  trying to do there, but I cannot help having a sense 
of sha:me  that it is  a  UniJted  States  Secretary of State who :is 
carrying  out  this  mission.  After  aU,  ~the  m,ain  countries  of 
Europe hav~e for centuries been dosely connected with A£rica. 
The  Netherlands,  Germany,  France,  Belgium,  Italy  and  the 
United Kingdom-we have all played a  major role there, and 
we should  continue to do so,  helped by our other ooHeagues 
in  Eur~ope. Southern Africa, as  a whole, is about to erupt, and 
it is very doubtful if it oan be stopped. But we must rememiber 
the words of Sir  Christopher Soa:mes  that we must be guided 
not by wha:t we .can  do but what we know we mus1t  do, and 
we must do ail  in our power to make sure that this eruption 
in  Somt:hern  Africa,  w;ith  the  countless  suffering  to  millions 
of people and the detriment to the Wes,tern position, is b11ought 
to an end. 
There  are  the  three  problems:  South  Africa  itself  and 
apartheid;  Namiibia;  .and  Rhodesia-all  enormously  import-
ant; but the most urgent of these is  Rhodes:ia i.tself.  There is 
fighting there  a:t  the preseil!t  time, and if it is  not brought to 
a halt ,by the end of the year there will be fuH-sca:le war on the 
continent, and that ,cannot be stopped once it s1tarts. The present 
regime, so  long as  :rt is .there, is  incapable of bringing about a 
proper settlement in Rhodes·ia.  The power rests with the South 
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an end. All it has to do is  to turn off the petrol tap to deprive 
Rhodesia  of  its  essentia:l  !fuel,  and  the  Smith  :regime  will 
crumble.  Then it will be po'ssible-but only then-to have  a 
peaceful  settlement,  and thy  that  means  Mr  Vo,rster  and  his 
government  wiH  give  .an  indication,  a  mar  k!ed  and  serious 
indication of :their willingness to do something positive to so'lv·e 
the problem of Southern Ahica. I appeal to rall padiamentarirans 
here to bring what :pressure ·they can upon their governm,ents. 
I  appeal to Sir Chris1topher to bring pressure upon the Council 
of  Minis'ters  to  ensure  that the initiative  is  not  letft  only  to 
Dr Kissinger ,and the United States hut that .the oombined voioe 
of  Europe  is  raised  and  raised  urgently  Ito  ensure  ·that  the 
holocaust which  is  jus:t  about to erupt in  Southern Africa  is 
at the last moment avoided. 
(Applause) 
Chairman. -I  call Mr Critchley. , 
Mr  Critchley.  - Mr  Chairman,  what  is  the  reason  for 
Europe's lack of self-confidence ?  I~s  it rthat  we .are  unable to 
believe in our good fortune ? We all oall,ritu.a:Hy for European 
unity,  especially  on  occasions  such  as  this,  but Europe  very 
plainly  has  all\ the  unity  it  wants.  The  Europe  of  today  is 
a  oonfederacy  m:ther  tihan  a  union ;  a  united  Europe  would 
be  a  ·federation  controlled  or  dominated  by  Fr,ance  and 
Germany, which is why, despite all our .ritual incantations, few 
unfortunately seek real prog,ress .towar·ds a  united Europe. We 
should perhaps remind ourselves that the motive for European 
integration was  rto  oontrol the Germans, to  control  Germany, 
and we 'should remind ourselves .a1so  that that could only be 
achieved :in  the 50's by the involv,ement of the United States 
in  the  politics  and  security  of  Europe.  Thus  the  debate  on 
European  unity  has  been as  much  about the  relationship  of ,! 
E•urope to the United States as about relations within Europe. 
How long,  Mr  Chairman,  will the exisHng  US-European 
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States wi!H  HnaNy -leave  Europe, no one can seriously maintain 
that it will not eventually do so, and when that happens Europe 
will have to be a  European Europe-a thought which at thi•s 
moment  today  frightens  many  of  us  and  frightens  many 
Europeans. 
What,  then, .are  our fears ?  There is  a  fear  of Russia, of 
course,  but,  and  this  is  more  important,  there  is  a  fear  of 
uncertainty.  We :fear,  very deep  down,  thrut  the natural 'state 
o~f EuroiPe  is  one of rvio1ence  and eXicess,  .and  we believe this 
still  despite the prosperity ,and  stability of the past 30 years 
and we believe it stHl despite the fact that for the same length 
of time the  US  has  exempted the  Europeans  from  the need 
to think seriously o.r to pay a  r~eal price or to struggle for their 
external security. Thus our anxieties over the IThatural  condition 
of  Europe,  which we suspect ·to  he ,chaos,  ihav;e  ~led  us  into 
dependence upon  the  United  States  for  the .solution  of most 
of  our  polri'tical  problems.  America's  sheltering  presence  in 
Europe  has  so:Ived  not  only  the  Rus1s'ian  proihl~em  but  ~the 
German prob1em as well ; it has solved the problem of T,r,ieste 
and of 1tJhe  Oder-Neisse fliontie.r,  and ev;en  now we in Europe 
wait, ilmpatiently or apprehensively,  for  Amerirca  to  solve  the 
problem of Italy--'wHl the Communis,ts he alLowed  eventually 
to  participate  in  government ?-the problems  of  Spain  and 
indeed the problems of Portugal. 
But why is  it that we are so  hesitant in Europe, why is  it 
that  we  Lack  seH-oonfidence'-----'because  every  European  who 
opens his eyes .and lookls .about h:Um  knows that the major States 
of  Europe  are  gre1at  powers  in  all  importaut  respects-
population,  size  .and  sophistication  of  our  industry,  GNP, 
education and sophistication of our work-force.  In very many 
crucial respects Sweden, Germany, F.r,ance and the Netherlands 
are societies :  mor~e modern ,than, :that  of ,the  United  States of 
America. F.rarrwe  and Britain !both have a  .capacity for assured 
destruction in nuclear terms, being the third and £our.th nudear 
countries  in  ·the  world,  and  even  in  conventional  warfare  a 
military alliance o:f  Er,anoe,  Ger,many and England adds up to 
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that  of the  Sov1iet  Union.  Fr,anoe  and 'the  Ger1 mans  together 
£o~m an agglomeration somewhat larger than the Soviet Unio111. 
The Nine posses,s  a  combi1ned  GNP twice the size of that of 
Russia,  and  we  have  a  larger  population  as  well.  We  have 
noth·ing  like  the  military  £oree  that  Rus1sia  has,  but that  is 
because  we ,choose  to  spend  on average  2.510/o  of  our  GNP 
annually on defence-half as  much as  does the Soviet Union 
and the United States. The truth, Mr Chairman, ,is  surely that 
Europe can be as ,secure with respect  ~to the Soviet ,threat as 
it needs to be or wishes to he, ml!d one reason why it does not 
do more to make it:self secure is 1that we Europeans do not really 
believe  that  the Sov,iet  Union  poses  a  very  serious  threat  to 
us and since the Americans .are  still in Europe, we can excuse 
ourselves  from  worrying  over  the  .oonsequences  of  being 
wrong.  Unity  already  exis1ts  in  Western  Europe :  there  is  a 
commercial  community,  ther.e  is  a·1so  a  moral unity  which  is 
derived  from  what  European  .civilization  has  survived  this 
century.  But the real issue .£or  us  Europeans •today  is  how to 
accomplish ·the psy,cho1ogiaal transition towards political unity, 
how ~to rid ourselves eventually of a trans-Atlantic dependence 
which  oannot he sustained  either  by  Europe  or by  Amerka 
indefinitely. 
(Applause) 
Chairman. - I call Mr Faulds. 
Mr  Faulds. - I  wish to  pursue the problem discussed by 
Lord  Walston  and  I  shaH  try  to  be  as  brief  as  I  can.  The 
tragedy  of  Southern Africa  is  really  only  just beginning.  The 
leader's  who took over ,after  ,independence were ardently pro-
European  and  pro-Western :  there  was  very  little,  i:£  any, 
Communist influence  in  Southern  Africa.  But  most  countries 
of the: We'st: ado[»<ted}.an ·.ambiguous:. atrnttud.e; :on tbe" one· hand 
giving  hal:f-hearted  support  to  the  new  Afriean  regimes  ,and 
on the  other strengthening the white regimes by maintaining 
our trade and investment. Every one of the new African leaders 
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dence  by  peaceful  means,  but  those  hopes  have  been  sadly 
frustrated  by  the  intransigence  and  increas:i,ng  oppression  of 
the  white  regimes.  The West-sadly I  have to say ·this--has 
gone along with all ,this  and none of its governments-except, 
perhaps,  the  Swedish  government-has  r·eally  made  its 
opposition  clear.  Yet  it  is  this  continent  o1f  Europe  that  has 
had the longest .and closest .contact with Southern Africa during 
its  long  colonial  period.  Neve11the:less,  when  the  Hberation 
s:truggle  broke  out we  s·tood  aside,  and  in  their  desperation 
and  in  their  determination  the  Afdcans  turned  .first  to  the 
armed ·struggle and then politically 'to those who would provide 
them  with  the  equipment  for  that  struggle.  Now  in  South 
Africa .itself that struggle has started, the citadel of r.aci.sm  itself 
is  under  attack.  We  cannot here  in  Europe  stand  aside  and 
wash our hands as the murder and repres,sion of Africans goes 
on  We  must  shout  our  total  disapproval of that murderous, 
racialist,  anti-democratic regime  until it is  changed  and until 
we get majority rul·e in South Africa. 
(Applause) 
Ins:bead  of the European leaders trying to bring the white 
regimes ;to  their senses, all our foreign secretarri,es hav.e sat back 
and passed the huck to  Henry Kiss,inger,  and here I  want to 
pursue  the  very  point  made  by  Lord  Walston.  Kissinger's 
record  of  intervention has hardly been a  happy or successful 
one. His intervention now in Southern Africa raises great doubts 
---.and let us not fool ourselves-among the majority of Afflioan 
leaders.  His involvement is  1inter:preted  simply as a  desperate 
attempt to stem the Communist flood.  And when the Afri.cans 
look  at the  Kissinger  record  in .the  Middle East they under-
standably feel disturbed at their prospects. They see how Egypt 
was neutralized l;>y  tne··sJ-riaLag.r;eem.ent 'and how Ar.ab disarray 
and .discord  ~~pre,ad'  fifo~ rthat  .•..  Th~y see  how  the  Krissinger-
Assad meeting was Joliowed a few months later by the Syrtian 
inter¥ention in the Lebanolll, whkh was .carried out to cut down 
and  control  the  Palestinians---.another  people  struggling  for 
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their  point  of  view---,see  Kissinger's  purposes  in  SoutheJ:'n 
Africa?  Some  of  the  leaders  may be  convhJJced  of  his  good 
interventions,  but  the  African  guerilla  leaders  will not be 
deter.red £rom  their intention of .LiJberating  Southern A£dca by 
:;trmed  struggle.  They  S'imply  will  not ,accept  the  credentials 
of  Kissing,er  and  it  is  her·e  that,  I  1think,  Europe's  foreign 
ministers have nearly totally failed.  An i:nitia:tive 1Launched  by 
them  would  not  be  qu~te  so  suspect  a;s  one  launched  by 
Kissinger.  The  African  guer.rillas,  who  have  the  real musde, 
a:11e  <the  ones who decide whether 1there is to ibe  peace or war 
:in  the  liberation  struggle.  They may  be ·forced  to  turn  even 
more to Russia and Cuba but they can still be won over even 
now if we Europeans launch a  genuine attemrpt to bring about 
a peaceful settlement. It can be dome.  lit needs a  dear declar-
ation  ~that the  withdrawal of  trade 1and  investment with  the 
white  re~imes will ibe  imposed. It needs a  prom:is'e  of massive 
a:id  to  get  the  liberated  countries  onto  their  feet,  mutually 
advantageous  contacts  in  trade  and  education  and  health-
support  sehemes.  These eould win the Africans  back to  the 
West.  At the  same  time,  however,  we  mrust  underwrite  the 
maintenance of m·inority  ,rights  for those whites who  want to 
stay  on  in  Africa-my  sister  is  one  of  them  in  Southern 
Rhodes,ia.  We need, tob, m:assive  Hnano:ial  funding (which we 
Europeans  must  provide~don'rt  let',s  leave  it  all  :to  the 
Americans)  for those whites who want to get out and start a 
new life somewhere else. 
A£rican  majority  governments  are  coming  'to  Southern 
A.:frica.  We  Europe;:ms  can play,  and must p}ay,  our part in 
bringing  ail :.these  changes  ,aJbout.  It's  .late  in the day-God 
knows it's late in the day. We need a majo.r initiative hom.our 
Foreign Ministers in the next few weeks ; otherwise, I  gravely 
fear that the Kissinger  journeyings  wi11  be as  unsuccessful in 
Southern Africa  as  they ·have  been ,in  th~ Midd1e.Easf  ..  Can 
the most powerful grouping of rdernoeratic gov:er1nments  in the 
world,  here  ·in  Europe,  really  .not  get  off  its  comfortable 
parliamentary  backside  .and  do  ,something  about  Southe.rn 
'  Africa ? The ,result of our lack of effort a:nd our Iack of ooncern 
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~tragically, and more importantly-lost to the  best interests 
of the Africans themselves. 
(Applause) 
Chairman.- I  call Mr McNamara. 
Mr McNamara. - Mr Chairman, when my colleague from 
Hull  was  speaking  earlier,  he  mentioned  some  of  the ways 
where we, .as  Europeans, have failed  in our attitude  ~towards 
the Third World and he was taken to task by Lord Heay, but 
the important maJtter in our relationships with the Third Wor1d 
is  that we give so much from our own largesse but we fail  to 
encourage and ,recognJze ,the  right of the developing countries 
to build up their own wealth ·and their own potential. 
H w.e look at what has been done in the OECD declaration 
on  mu1tinational  ~companies  and  consider  that  the  United 
N atio:ns  is  al,so  diseuss
1ing  this  problem  of  transnational 
cooperation, we again see .an area of potential conflict between 
the Third Wor1d,  the developing wodd, and the richer nations 
of the world. As  many of ~these multinational cooperaHons  are 
domidled in  our oountries,  it  ~is  in our interests  to  maintain 
an attitude of flexibility and not to ,seek  to curb the activ1ties 
of these great corporations properly. It is a  signiHcan:t .criticism 
of the  role  played by many European -countries-one  would 
exclude  the  Swedes  in  particular ,from  ,this----.that  when  the 
OECD was  dis,cussing multinational  companies  we could not 
reach agreement on any .formula for international enforcement, 
we  could  not  reach  agreement  for  any  formula  folf  proper 
nation-iby-nation disdosure, but just a  vague generalization on 
disclosure of geographical areas. 
Again, .if we look at what has been said today,  w,e  have 
had much rtalk  .about the grand .strategy but very little .about 
the  nitty  gritty  and  I  ref.er  again  to  the  point  raised . by 
my  colleague  from  Hull,  Mr Prescott.  We in  the  Council of 
Europe have one particular advantage over the EEC and that 
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those that .are  not represented dn  the EEC. Ther,e  ~s  an issue 
coming up which is  fraught with danger £or  members of the 
Commission and  for  members of the  Council  of  Europe and 
that is the whole question of 'fishing. 
At the end of November the agreement between ifce1and 
and  the  United  Kingdom  comes  to  an  end.  A  year  hence 
Iceland's  agreements  with  the  Federal  RepubHc  .and  with 
Belgium  oome  to  an end.  H  Iceland  refuses  TO  come  to  an 
agreement, if the  Comm'ission  eannot adopt a  proper fishing 
policy, then we are going to be in a grave and perilous situation 
because we will not have Ioe1and merely in oo:nf.Hct with three 
countries who happen to be members of the Community, we 
wHl  have  Ioe1and  in  disagreement  with  the  whole  of  the 
Community and this is something which has to ibe  considered 
very seriously.  We  already have  the  Norwegians'  declaration 
of a 200-mile 'limit, we have the Faeroes' declaration of a 200-
mHe  limit,  the  Greenlander'  s  declaration of a  200-mHe  limit, 
North  America's  declaration of a  200-mile  limit  and  we get 
the  impression,  as  Parliamentarians,  that  our  politkal  lords 
and  masters  ,are  conscious  of  this  problem  both  within  the 
Commiss.ion and the Council of Europe but they do not seem 
to have  injected that note of urgency into  this  matter which 
we would wish  to  see  pursued and therefo.r·,e  in the  Socialist 
Group  ... 
Sir  Christopher  Soames.  - Am  I  right  in  thinking  that 
what M,r  McNamara is saying is  tha:t he hopes the Commission 
will make  a  better job of the negotiations  with Ieeland than 
Her Majesty's Governmtent did ? 
Mr McNamara.- The Commissioner will recall that both 
this  present  HM  Government  and  the  one  before  that,  and 
indeed  the  I~oelandic  Government,  by  precipitate  action  one 
way  or ,the  other, by foolishness at sea, put lives  at jeopardy, 
by  unilateral  action  and  declar.ations,  prevented  a  proper 
civilized attitude towards the problem. The Commission indeed 
failed to 'Support its  M~ember States propeily when they were 
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Oomm.issioner  should bear that in  mind too.  So  I  would  say 
that it is  Vlery  im,portanrt  for members of ,the  Council and for 
members of the Commission in particular to hear in mind that 
this  i's  a  problem which oan oause great difficulty in the near 
future. 
(Applause) 
Chainnan. - I call Mr Hamilton. 
Mr Hamilton. - Mr Chairman, I  assume that the purpose 
, of our meeting this morning is  ~to ex:press as  far as possible our 
collectiVIe European views on those issues which threaten world 
peace  and which  are  an affront to  the  ~common principrles  of 
democracy and sodal justice which unite us. And I want to say 
jus't one or two words on what, in my v;iew,  are the main issues 
which Jail iillto  those categories. They have all been referred to 
by p.r,evious speakers, but I think they are worth emphasizing. 
The  first  is  the  eno11mous  gulf,  whi1ch  still  exists  and is 
tending  to  'deepen  and  widen,  berween  the  r.tch  and  poor 
nations of  the w.orld.  This Community, with ail its aspirations 
and hopes,  st:iJll  presents  itself as a  rich man's club in which 
every face, or almost every face, is white. 
The second issue  is  protbably .more  'alarming  than that-
namely,  ~he spread  of  nuclear  power.  European  nations  are 
conspiring in the spread of nuclear pow,er  to underdeveloped 
countries, which will give them rthe power to ,cf'eate worldwide 
devastation for relatively sma:ll outlay. 
The second i,ssue is  flelated 1to  the .first,  touched on by my 
friend,  Andrew FauLds,  and others-the relationship between 
white :and 'coloured people. I  do not like those expressions but 
that is the nearest one can get .to describing the issue. Successive 
speakers, in the latter parlt of the debate, have expres.sed  the 
fear that today Southern Africa is the powder-keg of the world 
and I  think it is  a  grave fault, a  grave dereliction of duty that 
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have not discussed these matters in any great detail nor Jormed 
a VJie:w on them. We have said nothing on these things. 
I  want  to  e~press  a  few  words  of  cynicism  about  the 
activities  of  M.r  Kissinger  in  South  Africa  today.  I  rather 
suspect,  and  I  hope  I  am  not  being  unkind,  that  it  has 
got something to  do with the United States elections and the 
black vote in Ameri.ca rather than the moral principles involved. 
But here, I  must say,  the European countries are not gui'ltless 
in these  matters.  We  have  had members  of  the  Community 
breaking  sanctions  against  Rhodesia  ever  since  the  United 
Nations passed its resolution ,asking us all rto  ibring this reg1ime 
to an end. European oountries are selling arm.s  to South Africa, 
they are selling nuclear know-how to underdeveloped countries. 
Many  multinational  companies  are  still  operating  in 
Europe and have g,reater power and influence in world affairs 
than  this  political  assembly  itself.  We  have  read  about and 
been disltutbed by the activities  of .companies  H~e Lockheed 
and  HoHman-La  Roche  and  others.  International  capitalism 
of  that  kind  must  be  countered  and  controlled  and  made 
politically  accountable.  And  I  hope  ~that,  when we get direct 
elections in Europe-as I  hope we soon  will-they  will  be 
fought on those :issues.  I  suspect 1the1.1e  will be a  considerable 
political polarization of the European Parliament. Quite fr,ankly 
I  do not  like  .consensus  politics  and  I  hope  that  th·e  direct 
elections  and  ~the  issues  that have  been  r1aised  this  morning 
wi1l  result  in  a  much  more  profound  pol:i!tical  polarization 
because only then will we get our own peopl1e  at home in all 
our countries interested in what we a11e doing. 
(Applause) 
Chainnan.  - The  debate  is  closed.  I  still  have  five 
spea~er·s  listed,  hut unfortunately  there  is  no  more  time  for 
them to speak. 
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Mr Lewis. - I  wish you had called me,  because  I  was 
going to get up and say .thaJt  I  was going to Jol1ow the advice 
of our Swiss  coHeague  and relinquish.  Had I  been given the 
opportunity, I would have done that. 
Chairman. - I call Mr Vedovato to sum up. 
Mr Vedovato,  rapporteur  of the  Parliamentary  Assembly 
of  the  Counca  of  Europe  - (I)  M['  President,  ladies  and 
gentlemen,  as  a  member  of a  European assembly taking part 
for  the ~last time in a  meeting of this kind, and as a  Florentine 
senator making his  final speech as  rappor1teur  for the Council 
of Europe, I  was extremely pleased ·to  hear so  many speakers, 
although I shou1d like to have heard even more. 
I  was  especially  happy  to  hear  the  reference  at  the 
beginning of  the  debate  to Dante Alighieri'  s  words  referring 
to  fortune,  <Necessity  makes  her  swift'.  Unfortunately, 
having lis;tened 1 to  so  many  ~peakers, I  am hound to say that 
we are not swift. We are not quick to pinpoint the limits within 
which we should be prepared, in a world based on interdepen-
dence-as  Sir  Christopher  Soames  .11ightly  said-to renounce 
e\llen  a  tiny part of our ahso1ute independence, be it economic 
or  political.  We  are  not  quick  to  see  what is  the  European 
identity  referred  to  by  Mr  Pr·escott.  Yet  our  voice  and  our 
presence in the wor1d  depend on our identifying these limits. 
W.ith  r·egard  to  the  Belgrade Conference,  in my report I 
did not try to give its place to tJhe  CouncH of Europe, as Lord 
Reay sa:iJd,  I  merely took the liberty of proposing coordination 
-which in any case  already exists  and  is  functioning-with 
a  view to discussing  a  strategy for  detente, particularly after 
the .signing of the Final Act ,aJt  Helsinki and before the forth-
coming meeting of 35 countries to he held in Belg.r.ade. I should 
li~e to say,  for  Lord Reay'·s  information, that for a  long time 
now,  as  the  .result  of  a  pro:pos1al  I  myself  made  when  I 
was  Pr,esident  o:f  the  Parliamentary Assembly  of the  Council 
of Europe, at the conferences ·of the Inlterpar'Liamentary Union 
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of Europe, extended to include Canada and the U niteid.  States, 
with a  view to working out :a  common approach. On Sunday, 
for  exa·mple,  we  shall  have  representatives  from  the  Belgian 
parliament as our hosts at just such a meeting. 
As  for  theU  nited  Nations,  Lond  Re&y  will,  I  hope,  not 
mind  if I  say  that  the  number  of  occasions  on  which  the 
representative of Europe, or of European groups, speaks at the 
United N.aJtions  is  not sufficient ground for  satisfaction.  What 
is  important is  not the num:ber of pages in the .report but the 
substance.  I  remember  that  at  .the  meeting  of  the  United 
Nations  Genem:l  Asse1mb.ly  on  10  November  1975-it is  still 
a  vivid ·memory, heoause, alas, I  was presen.lt in person~three 
countries  from  the Council of Europe voted in £avour  of the 
decision oondemning Israel and ltikening  Zionis·m  to  a form of 
international  terrorism,  anld  one  abstained.  If the  European 
countries  do not even  succeed  in ·coondinating  their  position 
on such ,fundamental and important questions, which dem1and 
respect .for  historical  truth  anld  awareness  of our own moral 
duties tow,ards mankind in the .centuries to come, 1then we must 
indeed £ear £or  the futur·e of the United Nations and .for  what 
our contribution as Europeans may be in that forum. 
We  are  not  swift  enough  to  coordinate  our  actions  as 
parliameJllta~ry assemblies. I want to point out this in particular : 
for the rpast ,four or five years the Council o.f  Europe has been 
arguing the need for sorrne  sort of ·concrete approach to reduce 
terrorism in the air ; yet •all our initiatives have failed because 
the  Committee  of  M.inisters,  befor·e  which  I  myself  went in 
order  to  support  this  case  on  behalf  of  rt:he  Assembly,  has 
objected that such provisions, even if they hav·e  only the force 
of  warnings  and  not of legal  rules,  must ibe  \adopted  unani-
mous~ly. And because of the opposition df a single member of 
the Eighteen unanimity has not been achieved, and so we hav.e 
seen an es,calation of terrorism which has led us .to 1the present 
pass.  Do  you  believe  that,  ilf  it  is  not  possible  to  achieve 
coordination between our two assemblies,  we shall be able to 
make  a  eorrtrilbution  to what has  just rbeen  des.crjbed  as  the 
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what ·count and where it is  even di£ficult sometimes to achieve 
qualified majorities ? 
That is  why coordination ibetween  our  European parlia-
mentary assemblies is  urgent and essent1al and must brook no 
exceptions. 
And since  at the end of the s•ession  reference was made 
on several occasions  to the events  in southern Africa,  I  think 
you wiU  at least ag.ree  that the Council of Europe has certain 
merits.  Today at half-iPast  two,  in  this  building, rthe  Political 
.Aiffairs Oom•mittee, of which I have the honour to be chairman, 
is  meeting  yet  again,  soJely  to  discuss  the  problem  of  sub-
equatorial Africa and the attitude which the European States 
should adopt towal.ids  it.  In our view this problem should he 
more or •less  permanently o:n  the agenda, for it is  ·an  illusion 
to  believe  that  it  can  be  solved  through  the  adoption  of 
resolutions or recommendations. 
We  have  not  been  quick  ·enough  to  seize  this  unique 
institutional  opportunity  offered  to  us  here  today.  The  only 
exis<ting  institutional opportunity £or  ooordination between our 
two assemblies  is  the Joint Session.  Yet,  echoing and replying 
to some of the criticisms which have heen made in this chamber, 
I  have to  say that we even had difHculty in agreeing on the 
theme, because the Ass·em:bly of the Council of Eurorpe .and its 
Bureau had urged that the Meiditenianean problem should he 
tackled rather than that we should drown in the immense ocean 
of world problems. 
I  should ,also like to make one .further remark, this being 
the last time I  shalrl  speak. It has rightly been pointed out by 
many  of our members  that there  is  a  need  for  coordination 
between  the  European  Parliiament  and  the  Parliamentary 
Assembly  of  the  Council  of  Europe,  since  they  afie  two 
complementary bodies. 
But  they  are  so  strongly  complementary,  institutional 
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izational ambition are so  pronounced that for the .first time we 
shall  not  at  'the  end  of  our  meeting  be  publishing  a  joint 
communique under the responsibility  of the Presidents  of the 
two rassembli,es.  I condemn that in the name of darity and fair 
dealing. We are to have a  joint oommunique signed under the 
responsihility of the two rapporteurs----,as far as  I  am eoncerned 
I am very happy to accept that responsibility-but not of our 
two  Pres~dents. 
Having rpaus,ed  to point out this  lack of ·speed,  I  should 
like, ,as  your rapporteur, before signing the Hnal communique, 
to  express  the  hope  at  the  end  of  this  joint 'debate that  all 
concerned will take greater responsibil:i!ty  for Europe's fortune. 
(Applause) 
Chairman.- I call Sir Geoffrey de Freitas. 
Sir  GeoUrey de Freitas, rapporteur of the European Par-
liament.-M.r Chairman, we have had over 20 speakers in this 
interesting debate, and on behalf of the European Parliament 
I  wish  to  thank  a!ll  our  visitors,  especially  our  old  friends 
Mr Vedovato and Sir Christopher Soames. And, if it is in order, 
I wish to thank you, too, Mr Chairman. 
(Applause) 
Chairman. - I wish to thank the two rapporteurs, Mr V e-
dovato and M:r Geoffrey de Freitas, as well as 'the representative 
of the Commission, Sir Ohristopher Soames, and all those who 
have spoken. 
The  two  rapporteurs  started  out  ,from  different  stand-
points,  but were  animated  by  the  same  spirit.  I  believe the 
debate has ,a:lso  impressed upon us  the need Ito  adopt a  like-
minded. moral attitude in the world, and stand by it.  I  would 
like to emphasiZie particularly how vital tit  is  that there should 
be oooperation and coordination between these two assemhlies. 
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number of speakers in this debate, and the even greater number 
of those  who wou1d  have liked to  speak, are evidence of the 
fact that the Joint Meeting has a vitality and power whkh will 
persist. 
Lastly,  with regard to the  ~communique drawn up joinrtly 
by the two rapporteurs, we .agreed today that the rapporteurs 
should  assume  responsib:Hity  for  the  ·content,  bUit  that  the 
communique will he published with ,the  formal  authorization 
of the  Pr·esidents  of  the  two  assemblies.  This  is  something  I 
consider very important.1 
Finally,  I  should  like  to  thank  Mr  Spenale  and  the 
European Barliament most sincerely for invilting the Parliamen-
tary Assembly of the Council of Europe to ho1d this 22nd Joint 
Meeting here in Lux<embour.g. 
4. Closure of the Joint Meeting 
Chairman.  - I  declare the Twenty-Second Joint ·Meeting 
of tihe  Members of the Barli.amentary Assernblyof the Council 
of Europe and the Members of the European Parliament closed. 
The meeting is dosed. 
(The meeting was closed at 1.20 p.m.) 
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ANNEX 
JOINT COMMUNIQUE 
of the 22nd Joint Meeting between Members of the Europe.an 
Parliament and the Parliamentary Assembly 
of the Council of Europe 1 
(14 September 1976) 
on European responsibilities in the world 
A  - The  parliamentadans,  members  of  the  European 
Parliament and the Pariiamentary Assembly of the Council of 
Europe,  meeting  in  Luxembourg  on  14  September  1976  for 
the 22nd Joint Meeting of the two Assemblies,  ex;amined  the 
reports  presented  by  Sir  Geoffrey  de  Freitas,  rapporteur  of 
the European Parliament, and M.r  Vedovato, rapporteur of the 
Parliamentary  Assembly  of  the  Council  of  Europe,  and 
discussed  the  .responsib:ilities  of  democratic  Europe  in  tlle 
world and towards the developing world in particul·ar. 
B  - The  rapporteurs  of  the  two  Assemblies,  in  their 
personal oapaci  ty : 
1.  Consider  it  essential  that  democratic  Europe  as  a  whole 
should play an active role in its  relations  with other p:arts  of 
the world and with the developing world in particular; 
2.  Note world-wide interdependence, which has  given rise .to 
a  multitude of ·economic,  •social  and moDal  crises ;  and  that 
Western  Europe,  whose  existence depends  on  economic  and 
political  interdependence on ·the  wor1d-w:ide  level,  must  join 
with the new world ·foroes  in solving the problems confronting 
them; 
1  Communique  drawn  up  jointly  by  the  two  rapporteurs  (Sir  Geoffrey  de  Freitas  and 
Senator  Giuseppe  Vedovato)  on  their  responsibility,  and  published  with  the  authoriz-
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3.  Note  that democratic Europe has  laid  the foundations  for 
cultural, social .and economic cooperation w.tth  the rest of the 
world and has thus been accepted as a spedal partner ; 
4.  Underline,  as  a  first  objective for democratic  Europe,  the 
establishment  of  an  economic,  sodal  .and  political  balance 
between  the  courutries  o'f  Northern  Europe  and  those  of 
Southern EurOIPe  ; and, rCOnsider  that, in rthe  non-military fier1d, 
the European Communities rand the Council of Europe, .through 
complementary  activities,  oHer  an  appropriate framework  for 
the realization of this aim ; 
5.  Consider  the  progressive  development  of  a  model  for  .a 
ooherenlt and emancipated European society, ensuring progres·s 
for  all its peoples  and,  at the  s,ame  time, promoting equality 
and justice in  the  wor1d,  as  a joint assignment £or  democratic 
Europe; 
6.  Consider that in the Her1d  of human .rights, a  Held in which 
the Council of Europe has been a pioneer, democratic Europe 
has  to  stand  up  in public and  condemn  behaviour  which it 
believes 1to be against the principles .for whi,ch it stands ; 
7.  In  ~the  Held  of  development  aid,  welcome  the  Lome 
Convention and call specifically for: 
(a)  Continued action in reducing tariffs  within the context of 
tihe  OA  TT  Mult:hlateral  Trade  Negotiations,  and  in  the 
.furtherance by other countries of schemes  like  the EEC's 
Generalized Sysrtem of Preferences ; 
(b)  Preparation of a common, constructive position at the inter-
national  conference  on  commodities  agreed  upon  at 
UNCTAD IV, and scheduled for March 1977; 
(c)  Im,mediate action to aJHeviate the situation of those countries 
which  are  dangerously  ~n  debt ;  Jonger-1term  measures 
(inc'luding  investment  guar,antees)  to  encourage  priv;ate 
in~estment, and the transfer  of  te,chnology  to deVieloping 
~countries ; ~~ 
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(d)  Study  o.f  the  possible  selective  restructuring  of  tJhose 
domestic industries which compete with major industries in 
developing countries ; 
(e)  Greater attempts, by all  European countries,  to  attain,  as 
soon as  poss:ihle, the UN target of 0.710/o  of GNP for official 
development  aid,  and,  also,  to  increase  the  quantity  of 
se1eoted food aid to seriously affected areas ; 
8.  Call upon Western European States  to  conoert in order to 
initiate ·Common action towards other countries and developing 
countries in particular ; 
9.  Consi-der that on the basis of Artiole 230 of the EEC Treaty, 
cooper,ation  between  the  European  Communities  and  the 
Council of Europe  .is  appropriate in  elaborating  ~and consoli-
dating  a  common  policy  between  the  States  of  Western 
Europe; 
10.  Consider that such concertation would facilitate : 
/ 
(a)  The working out,  together with Canada and the US,  of a/ 
common  strategy  for  detente,  particularly  in  view  of  the;' 
pr~~ar.ation  of  the  forthcoming  meeting  in  Belgrade •in 
June 1977 of the 35 countries which took part in CSCE ;,/ 
(b)  The ·agreement of a joint policy and of the objectives/
1to be 
attained  at  the  Conference  on  international  eo/onomic 
cooperation (North-South Conference) ;  1 
(c)  A~ction  complementing  that  already  taken  by  the  Nine 
within the UN ; 
11.  Are  of the opinion that the European Padia;ment and the 
Parliam·entary Assembly of the Council of Europ.e  should, by 
means of their public deibates, draw the ,attentiOJ1.  of European 
governments, the press and the public to the imp~ct on Europe 
of  world interdependence  and to  Europe's  re~onsib:Hities to 
give ·the lead in this context. 
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